The Things You Have To Know

A Guideline For Korean Investors In Poland

LETTER FROM MR. AMBASSADOR OF KOREA

Polish economy has been changing and developing very fast over the last 20 years
in transforming its centrally planned economy into a market-oriented one since
1989. It has now become a very attractive market for investment and a great
starting point for the expansion across whole Europe thanks to the membership
in European Union. There is no reason why Korean companies should not beneﬁt from these changes and support further development of the country.
It is therefore a great pleasure for me to congratulate both The Export – Import Bank of Korea and JP Weber on publishing the book. I am certain it will
be a priceless source of information and assistance to Korean entrepreneurs
who are interested in facing a challenge of investment in Poland. Especially this
book presents the guideline for labour and taxation of Poland, which Korean
entrepreneurs are willing to know about. I hope that this book will show you
how to invest wisely and how to follow the footsteps of Korean companies who
have already reached strong position in Poland by the Vistula River.
The history of the two nations’ cooperation over the last 20 years shows a huge
potential for further beneﬁcial contacts, both economical and cultural. Bilateral cooperations between Poland and Korea are developing better than ever
and Embassy of the Republic of Korea will continue to make our best endeavors
to strengthen them.

Si-hyung Lee
Ambassador of the Republic of Korea in Poland
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INTRODUCTION
Korea Eximbank idea for this guide came about through their daily contact with Korean companies in Poland. Korea Eximbank has supported and ﬁnanced many projects in its history. It has
compiled a list of questions related to Polish law, especially the labour code and taxation regulations.
We want to present the ‘things you have to know’ before investing in Poland. This guide is a result of JP Weber Advisory’s combined experience gained through consulting Korean companies.
Investment projects are very sensitive for decision makers who need to be familiar with the environment that will inﬂuence their investment. Since each project closed by us was different in nature, we have been able to continuously gather investor’s remarks and have summarized them
below to give you crucial information about Poland, ﬁnancing, the business climate, real estate,
public aid, the investment process, labour law and taxation. We hope this summary will serve you
as a road map to investment opportunities in Poland.
This guide was prepared by professionals from JP Weber Advisory who are specialists in their ﬁeld
and experienced in advising Korean companies with additional input from Korea Eximbank.
Korea Eximbank has continuously sought key ﬁelds of interest of Korean companies to ensure the
guide is both practical and useful.
The editorial team understands that this publication is not intended as a solution or an answer
to all possible questions: we have simply drafted the key areas of the business and legal environment. Consequently, it is hoped that our guide will be an opportunity for discussion between
readers and the editorial team and we will be happy to answer any questions related to the issues
presented in this book.

Editorial team:
Byung Chul Won (Korea Eximbank)
Marcin Dudarski (JP Weber Advisory)
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1.

BUSINESS INVESTMENT MODEL DEFINITION

1.1. Investing in Poland
BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT POLAND
Poland is the 6th biggest country in the European Union from all 27 member states. Many factors favour investing in Poland. Over the last two years Poland was placed in many investment
rankings as the TOP 5 investment locations. A good combination of low labour costs, a growing
market and a good location within the European Union (no borders and customs) have made
Poland a very attractive location for investors from all over the world.
Below you will ﬁnd some basic information about Poland, which give a short overview about
the country, its economy and location, the latter of which is particularly attractive for Korean
companies.

Pomorskie

Warmińskomazurskie

Zachodniopomorskie

Podlaskie

Kujawskopomorskie
Mazowieckie
Wielkopolskie
Lubuskie
Łódzkie
Dolnośląskie

Lubelskie
Świętokrzyskie

Opolskie
Śląskie

Małopolskie

Podkarpackie

INFORMATION ABOUT POLAND:
Country name:

Republic of Poland

Membership:

Since 01.05.2004 member of the European Union

Currency:

PLN (Polish Zloty) / Introduction of EURO planned for 2011

Capital:

Warsaw (1,7 Million inhabitants)

Other big cities:

Lodz (0,8 Million inhabitants)
Krakow (0,8)
Poznan (0,6)
Wroclaw (0,6)
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Size:

312,679 km2

Population:

38,116,000

Density

122/km2

GDP PPP (2007):

Total:$620.9 billion / in comparison South Korea: $1,200,879 billion
Per capita: $16,600

Internet TLD:

*.pl

International Code:

+48

Poland is the main stepping stone between Western and Eastern Europe. The country is located
in the central part of Europe and borders directly with the following countries:
 Lithuania
 Belarus
 Ukraine
 Slovakia
 Czech Republic
 Germany
 Russia

WHY INVEST IN POLAND?
FIVE REASONS FOR KOREAN FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN POLAND.
Within the last few years, Poland has become one of the central destinations for Korean Direct
Investors, mostly in the industrial sector. Some initial investments by Daewoo Motors, Daewoo
Electronics and LG have developed a strong pull effect after which many companies have followed
their customers to Poland. Wroclaw, Warszawa and Katowice have become three clusters of Korean
companies in the regions. A good local infrastructure with partners who know Korean business
culture has developed and helped to integrate new Korean companies entering the Polish market.

Major Korean investments in Poland
Investment Volume

Planned Employment / People

LG Display

429 M EUR

3149

LG Electronics

100 M EUR

1625

LG Chem

85 M EUR

1800

Heesung Electronics

72 M EUR

1800

LG Innotek

57 M EUR

1000

Source: JP Weber Research
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Lodz

SKC HAAS

Many companies entered Poland with strong expectations. Poland is a country with growing production, increasing productivity and market but, on the other hand, with falling unemployment
and growing wages. For a new investor it is very important to ask: why?
 Because of big companies that came to Poland?
 Because of the big Polish market and the neighbouring markets?
 Because it is or was a low-cost production country?
Poland is one of the future markets and provides a strong position for Korean companies in the
country to expand their business activities on the market. In the future it will not be any longer
the low labour costs country but the market, where market structure and the efﬁcient co-operation among companies will become a powerful argument for investment in Poland. These assets
will guarantee Korean entrepreneurs a ﬁxed and stable position in Polish business reality.
The main reasons why companies should invest in Poland:
 Poland is in the heart of Europe and very close to the markets of Western Europe (Germany, Austria, France,…).
 >> High potential for export market and low logistics costs.
 Poland has the biggest consumer market (ca.40 M people), among countries, which has
entered the European Union within the last 20 years.
>> The market size equals the rest of middle Europe and continues to grow rapidly.
 Labour costs are still much lower in comparison to other European countries.
>> In comparison to other parts of Europe, it has low production costs and growing
productivity.
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 Many Korean Companies have already established themselves in Poland.
>> Investment opportunities to “follow the customer” within some Korean investment
clusters.
 Young and well-educated population.
>> Opportunities for a future with well-educated young workers, for example in R&D
or Outsourcing.

POLAND BASIC ECONOMIC DATA
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

GDP. bn PLN

744,4

779,2

807,9

842,1

923,2

980,7

1050,9

1162,9

DDP per capita

19 458

20 370

21 131

22 047

24 180

25 699

27 559

30 339

Economic growth

4,1

1,1

1,4

3,8

5,3

3,5

6,1

6,6

Unemployment

15,0

19,4

20,0

20,0

19,1

17,6

14,9

11,5

0,6

1,1

8,3

12,6

4,0

11,9

9,6

5,5

1,9

0,8

3,5

2,1

1,0

2,5

-3,0

-2,6

-2,2

-4,4

-1,7

-2,3

-3,5

6 372

4 371

4 067

10 453

8 317

15 061

12 834

Industrial
production per
cent changes
Inﬂation

10,1

Current balances
as % GDP

FDI M EUR (NBP)

10 334

Source: GUS 2007

1.2. Investment Financing and Business Planning
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT INVESTMENT FINANCING IN POLAND
Korean Companies investing in Poland seek mostly start-up ﬁnancing or, being in Poland for
a few years already, ﬁnancing their business expansion. The second case is hardly a problem
because after being present for some years in Poland the company has a house-bank, bank accounts, turnover, balance sheets and a proper history.
Financing a Korean company start-up requires more bureaucracy. It is a bigger risk for a Polish bank,
which will therefore seek additional securities and safe information. The main recommendation in
this situation is to turn to a professional adviser who knows the structure of the Polish ﬁnancing
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system and is able to provide professional documentation to secure the application process. Only
proper documentation, namely a business plan and all necessary attachments with ﬁnancial data
and indicators, may guarantee that a loan application will be completed successfully.

THE MAIN PROBLEMS IN FINANCING START-UP INVESTMENTS IN POLAND
Start-up investments face Polish banks with a problematic situation resulting from hidden information, as a new foreign direct investor has no credit history. The only way to obtain more
information and to obtain security is through the mother company in Korea. It is also advisable
to work from the very beginning with a ﬁnancial institution experienced in international ﬁnancing
and having a branch or a headquarter in Korea. This institution may provide necessary information and approve the documents from the mother company.
Main possible problem with ﬁnancing process in Poland:
 Complicated decision process in Polish banks owing to hidden information.
 Long decision process in the banks (depending on ﬁnancing volume), which often
causes a problem for short –term SOPs, considering customer demand,
 Mistakes in ﬁnancial documentation,
 Communication problems with bank authorities.
In reality, most Korean companies seek for start-up ﬁnancing by The Export - Import Bank of Korea, which is Korea’s only governmental bank, to avoid the above-mentioned problems.

APPLICATION PROCESS AND SECURITIES FOR AN INVESTMENT LOAN IN POLAND
If the bank issues a positive opinion of a planned investment project (e.g. a factory) it requires
special contract clauses to secure the repayment of the loan. These usually involve the mother
company into the risk of the project. Typical contract clauses are:
 Turnover clause
 Debt restriction
 Pari Passu (subordination of loans from connected companies)
 Dividend clause
 Financial indicators
These clauses are monitored after granting the loan to verify if the start-up fulﬁls the expectations.
The main securities used by the banks for investment ﬁnancing: if the investor buys land
or a building a preferred security is a mortgage on the real estate. Start-ups with strong
mother companies usually have to sign a letter of comfort or to provide a bank or corporate

guarantee, in which the mother company takes over the whole risk involved in the investment
in Poland. If the investment is a strong asset driven with machines and equipment which have an
easy to estimate market value, these assets can be registered with a lien on movable objects
to provide security. However, this is not favoured by banks.
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In order to achieve a bank´s decision about the ﬁnancing possibilities the following documents
and information should be provided:
 Opinion about the customer´s credibility with information about offered securities.
 Information about mother company / group with an option to secure the loan within the
group.
 Financial data and a professional business plan (details below).
In order to achieve a positive opinion the investing company must prepare a professional business
plan with all expected ﬁnancial data for the project. The documentation is required by most Polish
banks in Polish language. The Export-Import Bank of Korea and some of the global players like
CITI Group, HSBC or Deutsche Bank might accept the documentation in English.

STRUCTURE OF FINANCIAL DATA AND BUSINESS PLAN FOR INVESTMENT FINANCING
The structure of a business plan should be as follows:
 Project characteristics
 Location, seat and environmental aspects
 Market analysis and marketing strategy
 Technical documentation and technology
 Financing:
o Total completion cost
o Expected sources of ﬁnancing
o Own funds exposure
o Documented origin of equity
o Manner of ﬁxed assets procurement
o Suggested capital structure
 Financial forecasts
o Economic-ﬁnancial assumptions of the new venture
 Outlays
 Sales
 Costs
 Working capital requirement
 Taxation level
o Financial statements forecasts
 Proﬁt and loss accounting
 Cash ﬂow statement
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 Balance sheet
o Evaluation of venture’s proﬁtability
 Payback Period
 Discount Payback Period
 Net Present Value (NPV)
 Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
o Sensitivity analysis – critical points
 Schedule
 Summary

COSTS OF LOCAL FINANCING IN POLAND AND ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Almost all banks will only ﬁnance those projects with at least 20%  30% equity in the project
(as well as sets such as land, machines or other equipment).
The pricing is usually divided into a fix up-front fee between 0,8 and 2%, depending on the
risk and effort of the ﬁnancing project and a variable margin, which the bank adds to the

Polish WIBOR/LIBOR interest rate.
The total ﬁnancing costs depend on the reliability of each customer, his securities and the length
of the ﬁnancing period.

1.3. Greenfield vs. Brownfield Investment
If the investor is not interested in a long M&A process, which might deliver existing contracts,
educated employees and prepared local structures, he usually takes into consideration a start-up
with two options:

Greenfield Investment:
Set up of a factory or utility on a plot (developed / undeveloped) which has not previously been
built on.

Brownfield Investment:
Redevelopment of an (industrial) investment area with buildings that were abandoned or underused. Having supporting dozens of investment processes we have been able to observe that the
Brownﬁeld option is frequently taken into consideration by industrial Korean companies which
have short SOPs (Start of Production) and prefer to invest their money into already existing infrastructures instead of starting from scratch.
The Brownﬁeld investments are usually chosen by suppliers who follow their customers to Poland
and where the customers often expect fast deliveries and put pressure on the supplier to invest
quickly in Poland. Big initial investments like LG were created on the Greenﬁelds basis.
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Considering the total costs of investment the Greenﬁeld may be even cheaper than a Brownﬁeld,
depending on the quality and standard level which is to be created. Below you will ﬁnd a summary of both options:

GREENFIELD INVESTMENT
Advantages
 Option to go into Special Economic Zone and to invest on plots with tax exemption
and good infrastructure.
 Possibility to apply for most public aid available for investments.
 Best choice of location possible (logistics, labour force, costs & availability, attractiveness
of location).
 No risk of ground contamination.
 Optimal set-up of factory due to possibility of own factory planning.
Disadvantages
 At least 12 – 20 months time necessary for the whole investment process.
 Probably higher investment cost (depending on the size and price of Brownﬁeld).
 More difﬁcult process of obtaining environmental permit.
 Additional money required for project management and administrative procedures.

BROWNFIELD INVESTMENT
Advantages
 Shorter time in redevelopment and a possibility to reach a quick SOP.
 Spatial development plan is usually 100% industry (usually a permit for heavy industry
is possible).
 Infrastructure and utilities available.
Disadvantages
 The offer for good Brownﬁeld objects is very limited (more Greenﬁeld plots available).
 Never an optimal location (logistics, costs and availability of people) because the building
is ﬁxed.
 Risks in old ownership structure.
 Risk of ground contamination or other ecological problems.
The choice between Greenﬁeld and Brownﬁeld is always a difﬁcult decision to make. Finding
a cheap and well-located object may reduce the investment costs signiﬁcantly. If the investor has
more time, the Greenﬁeld option should be considered because of tax incentives and other set-up
issues which may be prepared with higher quality.
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2.

BUSINESS SETUP AND CONDUCT IN POLAND

2.1. Business environment and rules of entrepreneurship
Conducting business in Poland is based on free entrepreneurship, movement of goods, services,
capital and labour force. General rules related to conducting business are regulated by Act dated
2nd July 2004 on Free Entrepreneurship. This act is also known under the name of ‘business
constitution’. It is compliant with European Union entrepreneurship regulations as well as international rules of European Economic Area member states.
Conducting business by EEA foreign companies or foreign nationals is free under the same conditions and rules as for Polish companies or individuals. A foreign company or foreign national may
conduct any form of business activity in Poland freely.

POTENTIAL BUSINESS FORM OF CONDUCT BY KOREAN COMPANIES OR NATIONALS
Unless international agreements state otherwise, a foreign company or national based outside
the EEA may conduct business only in the form of:
– Limited partnership
– Limited joint-stock partnership
– Limited liability company
– Joint-stock company
Such business entities founded in Poland in accordance with Polish Company Law may conduct
business in Poland without any restriction as in each member state of the European Economic Area.
It follows that there are no restrictions related to the source of capital and, consequently, no
administrative permit can be applied for by virtue of the mother company being the source of
capital.
Instead of founding a legal entity in Poland, a foreign company may create a branch or a representative ofﬁce in Poland. The branch ofﬁce is restricted in conducting business activity only in the
scope of the mother company. Furthermore, the representative ofﬁce may only pursue advertising
activity for the beneﬁt of the mother company.

BUSINESS FREEDOM LIMITATIONS
Free entrepreneurship is limited by laws and regulations which regard speciﬁc types of business
requiring involvement of the government or local authorities. However, these limitations must be
deﬁned by the law and cannot infringe free competition and entrepreneurship. Thus it is mandatory to obtain a license for businesses connected with: mining, weapons, fuel, gas, oil, radio,
security services and air transport. Some types of business activity need a special permit; these
types include trading in alcohol or ﬁnancial instruments, banking, insurance and conducting business in Special Economic Zones.
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LEGAL BENEFITS FOR KOREANS
Accession to the European Union has opened wide the European market for foreign companies
and has created beneﬁts from investing in Poland. In particular, such incentives as the regulations
on public aid and lowering taxation rate, together with cheap and qualiﬁed labour force, create
an opportunity to compete with other European companies. Poland is becoming a leading country as a direct investment destination due to the fact that it offers guaranties of legal regulations
related to conducting business and achieving business goals, such as proﬁt and a friendly legal
environment.

2.2. Founding a company
The Act from 15th September 2000 Commercial Companies Code (CCC) offers a wide range
of opportunities for domestic and foreign entrepreneurs to conduct business activity in Poland.
Each form of business conduct available to Koreans mentioned in point 2.1 has advantages
and disadvantages. The decision should be chosen depending on the scope of business, risks
connected with ordinary business activity, taxation, preferences of the entrepreneur as well as,
optionally, the intern policy of the holding.
Below you will ﬁnd general information concerning the most popular form of business chosen
by foreign entrepreneurs in Poland: the Limited Liability Company (LLC).
When choosing a legal form of the company, the LLC is usually the best option for large
and established companies. The LLC is a legal entity, meaning that the holder of rights and
obligations is not an individual shareholder, e.g. not a Korean company, but the Polish company itself. The company itself concludes contracts, possesses assets and pays the taxes.
It combines high ﬂexibility with relatively few obligations. The LLC gives the beneﬁts of limited liability and protects personal assets of the shareholders. It is a separate legal entity and
the shareholders are not liable for its debts and the risk is related only to the shareholders’
contribution. Additionally, the formation procedure of an LLC is fairly uncomplicated. Nevertheless, assistance of legal advisors would be recommendable. An LLC may be founded by
only one up to an unlimited number of shareholders (companies or nationals). The Polish LLC
has many restrictions unknown to common law systems. A number of business transactions
must be notarized, including transfer of shares, issuing of new shares or amendments to the
articles of association. Many of those measures must be ﬁled with the National Register
Court, where they are checked by special judges or other judicial ofﬁcers. This may be a timeconsuming process, as in most cases the desired measures are legally valid only when entered
into the National Register Court.

SHARE CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS
The minimal share capital of an LLC is PLN 50,000.00. The nominal value of one share cannot
be less than PLN 50.00. The shareholders should make the contribution before registration in
the Register of Entrepreneurs. The contribution can be paid in cash or in kind. The shareholder
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of an LLC can hold one or more shares (up to 100% shares). The transfer of shares should be
made in written form with the signatures of the parties and certiﬁed by a notary public. The Articles of Association may stipulate further requirements, e.g. other shareholders’ consent to sell
the shares. The Polish law provides two options of contribution: cash and in-kind contribution.
Articles of Association
The Articles of Association must be notarized. The LLC law outlines their minimum content but
it is quite common to have a wide range of additional rules in the articles.
The articles should regulate:
 the business name and the seat of the company
 the business purpose of the company
 the amount of the share capital
 the number and nominal value of the shares subscribed for by each shareholder
 the term of the company if it is deﬁned
 whether or not the shareholders may have more than one shares
 in case of in-kind contribution: speciﬁcation of in-kind contribution, the shareholder, the
number and nominal value of shares

REGISTRATION OF A COMPANY IN THE NATIONAL COURT REGISTER
After the execution of the articles of association the LLC should be registered in the Register
of Entrepreneurs to provide it with its full legal status. In order to do it the Board of Directors
should present in the court the application with all attachments required by Polish law, e.g.
the list of shareholders and a statement that the contributions towards the share capital have
been made by all shares in full. The court registration procedure should be completed within
1 to 5 weeks.

REGISTRATION OF THE COMPANY IN OTHER INSTITUTIONS
The company should also be registered in the Tax Revenue Ofﬁce and in the Statistical Ofﬁce.
The registration of the company in the above institutions is obligatory. The Board of Directors
presents a special application in the Tax Revenue Ofﬁce with a copy of Articles of Association, an
agreement with an accounting ofﬁce and a lease or purchase agreement of an ofﬁce. The application should be prepared by a tax or legal advisor to avoid mistakes or errors. On completing the
registration the company gets a tax identiﬁcation number (NIP), under which it will be identiﬁed
as a taxpayer. The registration of a company in the Statistical Ofﬁce is quite simple and can be
carried out by administrative employees of LLC. When registered in the Statistical Ofﬁce the LLC
receives its own statistical identiﬁcation number (REGON).
The company must also open an account in a Polish bank and register it in the Tax Revenue Ofﬁce
and Social Security Ofﬁce.
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OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION CONCERNING THE LLC
Polish law does not require that an LLC should have a reserve capital. Furthermore, the supervisory board as a special body is optional, unless an LLC has a share capital exceeding PLN 500.000,00
with more than 25 shareholders.
The whole process of an LLC registration should not exceed 8-9 weeks. It shall be taken into consideration that the company is able to conduct business on the day of execution of the Articles
of Association by the shareholders. Neither NIP nor KRS number is needed to conduct a business
or open a bank account in a bank.

2.3. Day-to-day duties of governing bodies
The Polish Commercial Companies Code speciﬁes two obligatory and one non-obligatory bodies
for the LLC. The former include a Board of Directors and a meeting of shareholders. The nonobligatory body is a supervisory board.

THE MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS
The Meeting of Shareholders is a body representing interests of the shareholders. It should be
noted that the LLC is managed exclusively by the Board of Directors rather than the shareholders
of the Company. That is why the shareholders need to secure their own inﬂuence on the functioning of the company. The Meeting of Shareholders is a body composed of all the shareholders
of the company. The meeting of shareholders makes decisions called ‘resolutions’, which are
adopted by a majority of votes unless the Articles of Association state otherwise. The Polish commercial law provides for Ordinary and Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meetings:
The Ordinary Meeting of Shareholders should be convened within six months from the expiry
of the previous ﬁnancial year and its agenda should include the following matters: the examination and the approval of the BOD report on company operations and a ﬁnancial statement for the
previous ﬁnancial year, the adoption of a resolution regarding proﬁt distribution or loss covering,
the acknowledgement of the fulﬁlment of duties by members of the BOD and the appointment
of new members of the BOD for the next term of ofﬁce.
The Extraordinary Meeting of Shareholders may be convened whenever there is a need to pass
a resolution. The manner of convening is speciﬁed in the Commercial Companies Code; however,
the articles of association may deﬁne powers of the shareholders otherwise. For instance, it may
extend them with a need for giving consent to take speciﬁc legal or factual actions.
The Meeting of Shareholders may be held at the company’s registered ofﬁce or in any other
place mentioned in the articles of association. The shareholders may consent to hold a Meeting
of Shareholders elsewhere, however, not outside the territory of Poland.
The rules of convening as well as holding the Shareholders’ Meeting, in particular debating speciﬁc issues and adopting resolutions, are speciﬁed in the Commercial Companies Code. However,
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the Articles of Association may provide for other rules. Legal assistance is recommended for
drawing up minutes of a Shareholders’ Meeting.

THE SUPERVISORY BOARD
The Supervisory Board is a controlling body whose aim is to verify the actions taken by the
Board of Directors as for their legality, effectiveness, correctness and implementation of the
shareholders policy. The Supervisory Board is a nonobligatory body except when the company’s share capital exceeds PLN 500.000,00 and the number of shareholders is at least 25.
The Supervisory Board comprises at least 3 members appointed on the basis of a shareholders resolution; however, the articles of association may provide for other rules. In particular
a member of the Board of Directors cannot be a member of the Supervisory Board. The Supervisory Board exercises continuous supervision over the Company operations in every ﬁeld
of its operations.
Special duties of the Supervisory Board include evaluating the reports of the BOD and ﬁnancial reports. It checks their conformity with the accounting books, documents, the current state
of the company’s affairs and proposals of the BOD (concerning the division of proﬁts or the covering of losses). The Board submits an annual written report discussing the results of these evaluations to the Meeting of Shareholders .
The Supervisory Board may review all documentation of the company, request reports and explanations from the BOD and employees of the company. The articles of association may expand its
powers even further.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The BOD is an obligatory body of a limited liability company and its appointment is a condition
for registering the company in the Register of Entrepreneurs. The BOD powers are unusually
broad. It is a body representing the company in business trading and managing its internal affairs.
The BOD of a limited liability company may comprise one or more members who are appointed
on the basis of a shareholders’ resolution unless the articles of association stipulate otherwise.
The members of the BOD may include the shareholders or third persons. The mandate of a member of the BOD expires on the day of a Meeting of Shareholders approving the ﬁnancial statement
or as a result of death, resignation or dismissal from the BOD.
The BOD represents the company in all court and out-of-court actions of the company. Thus
the Board takes any legal actions before courts in Poland and abroad. The out-of-court actions
include performing legal actions (in particular concluding agreements) with contractors. The right
to represent a member of the Management Board cannot be limited with a legal effect towards
third persons. However, the shareholders may limit the powers of the Management Board, e.g.
conclusion of agreements exceeding PLN 100,000.00; however, this limitation is effective only
between the company and the member of the Management Board and is not effective with
regard to the contractors.
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Making declarations on behalf of the company requires joint action of two members of the BOD
or one member of the BOD together with a commercial proxy. Declarations made to the company
and serving of letters to the company may be effected towards one member of the BOD or a commercial proxy. The articles of association may provide for completely different rules of representation. For actions between the company and the Board of Directors the company is represented by
a proxy appointed on the basis of a shareholders resolution or by the Supervisory Board.

RESPONSIBILITY OF THE BOD
The LLC is a business entity which is separated from its shareholders and their personal assets.
The shareholders of an LLC are not responsible for any debts or obligations of the company and
Polish law does not provide any exceptions from this general principle. Shareholders can only lose
an amount equivalent to their investment i.e. cash contribution or in-kind contribution invested
to purchase shares in the share capital of the company. To protect economic relations, especially
with the contractors of an LLC and public institutions such as the Tax Revenue Ofﬁce, Polish law
provides provisions which regulate the liability of the members of the Board of Directors. People
correctly performing their function as a member of the Board should have accurate knowledge
about the state of the company’s affairs. In particular if the ﬁnancial situation of the company
is deteriorating and may prove impossible to meet justiﬁed interests of the creditors. Therefore
the members of the Board are liable for the debts of the Company.
Concerning the liability of the members of the Board of Directors the Polish law draws a distinction between:
 liability towards the contractors and business partners of a company,
 tax liabilities,
 liability for contribution concerning public law insurance institution.

Liability concerns the members of the Board from the moment an obligation arises but also
anyone subsequently appointed to be member of the Board within the period of its existence.
The fact that a given person is also a shareholder does not exclude his or her liability for the
company.
Below are presented some examples of the provision of the Polish law providing the liability
of the members of BOD.
The members of the BOD are liable jointly and severally with all their personal assets for the
tax obligations of the company if an execution against the LLC proved ineffective. This is not the
case only for a member of the BOD who can prove that he or she ﬁled for bankruptcy, or arrangement proceedings were initiated in proper time, or that an absence of application for bankruptcy
or arrangement proceeding was not caused by him. According to the said provision a claim
for a compensation for a damage done with an unlawful act is subject to the statute of limitations after three years from the day on which the injured person found out about the damage
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and a person obliged to compensate it. However, in each case the claim is subject to the statute
of limitations after ten years from the day of occurrence resulting in the damage.
Polish law also stipulates that a member of the BOD who fails to ﬁle for bankruptcy of the company despite circumstances justifying the bankruptcy is subject to a ﬁne or penalty of restriction
or imprisonment for up to one year in accordance with the bankruptcy law.
A member of the BOD who wilfully or through negligence provides false data in the representation in the Register of Entrepreneurs is liable to the creditors of the company, jointly and severally
with the company.
Furthermore, the articles of association may deﬁne additional requirements for the Board of Directors e.g. a consent of shareholders’ meeting. Any violation of these limitations may result in
organizational liability of the members of the Board. For example, if the shareholders temporarily deprive a member of the Board of the right to represent the company and he or she still
concludes an agreement with a third person during this period such an agreement is valid. The
member of the Board will then incur organizational liability towards the Company for concluding
the agreement despite the absence of the right to do that. For effecting the action he/she may
be suspended or even dismissed from his/her function.
The above examples show that a member of the Board should observe legal norms which are
in force. Therefore an assistance of a Polish lawyer is recommendable for foreigners being members of a BOD in a Polish company.

3.

REAL ESTATE

3.1. Real estate acquisition by foreigners
When on 1st May 2004 Poland became a member state of the European Union and consequently
joined the European Economic Area (EEA: the European Union plus Norway, Iceland, and Liechtenstein) real estates purchasing procedure was altered to become more attractive for foreigners
interested in performing direct investments in Poland.
However, certain binding regulations of Polish Law deﬁned by the Act from 24 March 1920 about
acquisition of real estate by foreigners (further referred to as the “AARE”), still make it a rule that
foreigners with a seat registered outside the EEA intending to purchase a real estate in Poland
must obtain a permit from Ministry of Interior and Administration. The required permission is issued in form of an administrative decision.

SHARES ACQUISITION
This rule also applies to any acquisition transactions or other legal actions when the transaction
concerns the shares/stocks of a legal entity with registered seat in Poland being the owner or
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perpetual usufructuary of the real estate. A permission from Ministry of Interior and Administration is required if via acquisition or other legal action a Polish company becomes controlled by a
foreign company (which takes place when more then ﬁfty percent of votes on the Shareholder/
Stakeholder Meeting belongs to a foreign entity or when a company is controlled by similar naturals as member of governing bodies like Board of Directors)

EXEMPTIONS FOR EEA COMPANIES
The AARE classiﬁes foreigners according to a foreign company’s registered seat or foreign natural
persons’ place of abode for such of them located both within and outside the EEA.
If only foreign companies and nationals are registered inside the EEA they are exempt from obtaining an acquisition permit. These entities do not require any permit for acquisition of shares/stocks
or real estate, except agricultural land, a forest or the so-called “second house”. Purchasing agricultural land or a forest (12 years from 1 May 2004) or the so-called “second house” (5 years from
1 May 2004) still entails obtaining the permit, even for the foreigners registered inside the EEA.
Foreigners registered inside the EEA are exempt from the permit under the AARE (both from inside and outside the EEA) for acquisition of e.g. a garage, legal action of foreigner with residence
in Poland since 5 years, real estate under 0,4ha (under certain conditions), by a bank as result
of mortgage execution, stocks of a company listed on Warsaw Stock Exchange or Alternative
Market like NewConnect.

PURCHASE BY KOREANS
Entities located outside the EEA (e.g. in Korea) must obtain the permit prior to any legal actions
connected with acquisition of real estate or shares/stocks of a company, being the owner or usufructee, under the invalidity of such action. It means that neither notary public nor a Polish court
or government bodies can register and will not proceed with such action and the Korean entity
will become neither owner nor usufructuary.
Nevertheless, registering a company in Poland or in another EEA country simpliﬁes the whole
procedure so that it poses no special requirements. In other words the foreign investor (company
or individual) can establish any type of company in Poland or another EEA country (including
Switzerland). The resultant “daughter company” is entitled to purchase real estate without any
permit and without any hindrances on the part of the Polish government or court. The same rule
applies to legal actions concerning shares/stocks owned or held under perpetual usufruct of the
real estate. This solution is based on the fact that such a “daughter” company must be recognized as an EEA company. The “daughter” company may purchase real estate without any permit
from the Ministry of Interior and Administration.

PROCEDURE
Standard procedure (i.e. when not using the solution mentioned above) involves obtaining the
permit from Ministry of Interior and Administration, which on average requires 3-4 months of ad-
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ministrative proceeding. Moreover, it is necessary to collect all required documents, which is also
time-consuming.
A foreign businessperson may apply for a promise regarding a prospective acquisition. Such
a promise is a form of a guarantee that he will obtain the permission without any special conditions or requirements. However, the promise is not an act that allows purchasing real estate
or shares/stocks; for closing or transfering ownership the permit is mandatory.

3.2. Legal entitlement to real estate
Title to real estate is regulated by Polish Civil Code from 23rd April 1964. Real estate is understood as grounds with premises including such facilities as apartments, houses, etc., which are
separate subjects of the property in accordance with Polish Law. Full ownership gives the widest scope of rights related to real estate and can be restricted only under certain circumstances,
which are deﬁned by Civil Code (neighbour or zoning regulations), administrative law or the
owner will. Ownership is the ultimate right to real estate and provides the owner a complete
range of usage. Ownership is legally protected against any third parties acting against the owner.
Ownership is not time-limited. Neither the government nor public ofﬁces have any right to intrude ownership, the only exception are the zoning and taxation regulations.
The Polish legal system offers several types of rights to real estate:
 Ownership
 Perpetual usufruct
 Easement over real estate
 Mortgage
 Lease

OWNERSHIP
Full ownership gives the widest scope of rights related to real estate and can be restricted only under certain circumstances, which are deﬁned by the Civil Code (neighbour or zoning regulations),
administrative law or wiliness of the owner. Ownership right is the most complete right among
another and has a full scope of usage of the property of land or building. The right of ownership
is protected against all third parties, who are trying to act against the owner. The ownership right
is not timely limited. The government or public ofﬁces do not have any right of inﬂuence to the
ownership, except the zoning and taxation regulations.

PERPETUAL USUFRUCT
Perpetual usufruct is established with respect to land owned by the State Treasury or local
government authorities. It is usually created for 99 years (minimum period is 40 years) and
may be extended. Perpetual usufructee is allowed to use the land in the same scope as the
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owner, however the purpose of land use is deﬁned by an agreement and should be recognized before purchasing the right of usufruct, because the owner (State Treasury or local
government) may terminate the agreement if the land is used in a way contradictory with the
way deﬁned in the agreement. The purpose is generally deﬁned by development and zoning
regulations.
Perpetual usufruct is transferred under the same rules as regular ownership and property right
to real estate. No special permit from the owner (the State Treasury or local government unit) is
required (except when the transfer is carried out by foreigners).

FEE FOR PERPETUAL USUFRUCT
Usufructee must pay the government an annual fee (till 31st of March) apart from the obligatory
land tax. Fee amount is calculated in respect to land value and cannot be changed more than
once a year (for special types of land this period is extend to ﬁve years)

OWNERSHIP VS. PERPETUAL USUFRUCT
A substantial difference between perpetual usufruct and ownership is that in the former buildings
located on land are separate objects of full ownership. After constructing a building perpetual
usufructee becomes its owner with full ownership right. In case of termination of perpetual
usufruct, usufructee has right to obtain the equivalent market value of the building being part
of a property held in perpetual usufruct.

ANOTHER RIGHT TO REAL ESTATE
The Polish Civil Code also recognizes a right to use real estate in the form of lease, without
ownership right. Any legal entity, including a foreign company or natural person, may lease
land without any special permit from the Ministry of Interior and Administration or any special conditions from local authorities. Freeholder may give his right to use and additionally
to gain proﬁt from the property to a third party. Polish Civil Code recognizes two types of
lease contracts: umowa najmu (only use is possible) and umowa dzier¿awy (use and gaining
proﬁt).
According to the above property rights and contractual right related to usage by third parties the
law recognizes so-called sales and lease back contracts. These allow a foreign company or natural
person to get long-term right to property use.

3.3. Real estate acquisition
Real estate acquisition is regulated by the provisions of the Polish Civil Code. Property transfer
may be based only on a sales agreement, which stipulates all the parties’ rights and obligations.
Both real estate and perpetual usufruct transfers become valid through a sales agreement, which
is obligatorily signed in front of notary public in form of notary deed.
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VALIDATION
The sales agreement is valid only when the transfer of rights of ownership or perpetual usufruct
is done in form of notary deed. No mutual agreements, written letters or contracts may lead
to transfer of property or perpetual usufruct.

PRE-SALES AGREEMENT
Prior to ﬁnal transfer of the rights, decision makers may establish the so-called pre-sales agreement for selected land (or land with buildings). It is not necessary but recommended to make the
pre-sales agreement in front of notary public. In the pre-sales agreement the seller undertakes an
obligation to sell speciﬁc and deﬁned land (or land with buildings) and the buyer obliges himself
to pay the agreed price within a speciﬁc deadline. As a consequence, the pre-sales agreement, in
the form of notary deed, is in force to ﬁnalize the contract proper, even if the second party is not
willing to sign the ﬁnal sales agreement. In the pre-sales contract it is possible to oblige the second
party to fulﬁl speciﬁc conditions related to the property in question, such as clarifying legal status,
payment of mortgage, preparing for ﬁnal sales. The pre-sales agreement may guarantee the rights
for future property transfer, even without any pre-payment or minimal amount as pre-payment.

CONDITIONS DURING PURCHASING PROCESS
All kinds of conditions should be dealt with before signing the ﬁnal contract, as the ﬁnal sales
agreement cannot include any conditions. If it does, however, it will be pronounced null and void
and the property or perpetual usufruct will not be transferred to the buyer.

CONTRACTING PROCESS
The sales agreement speciﬁes the legal status of the land (land or building), mortgage situation
or the rights of third parties to the land (land or building). It is possible to describe the legal
situation of the property basing on a proper extract from real estate and mortgage register.
Nevertheless it is recommended to conduct real estate due diligence to verify the legal situation,
encumbrance and any other possible charges. It is customary in Poland that payment for property
is done a day before signing the ﬁnal sales agreement in form of notary deed. The main fact that
accounts for this procedure is that on the date of singing the ﬁnal contract the buyer becomes
the owner automatically. The following payments are subject to no time restrictions. Therefore
possible invalidity of the property transfer cannot be claimed to payment arrears.

REAL ESTATE AND MORTGAGE REGISTER
The above mentioned rules are binding for ownership or perpetual usufruct transfer. Both transactions differ in terms of when they actually come into force. Namely, in case ownership transfer the date of signing the ﬁnal agreement is the day the buyer becomes the property owner.
Perpetual usufruct transfer requires (apart from signing the sales agreement) entering the new
usufructee into the real estate and mortgage register kept by the proper court. As a consequence
of the new entry of the buyer the perpetual usufruct is transferred.
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PUBLIC PURCHASE
Purchasing real estate from public or government-controlled authorities entails special procedure,
which involves public tender or auction. Public or government authorities guarantee equal conditions to all potential buyers.

4.

PUBLIC AID

4.1. General overview
As a rule, provision of public aid in European Union is not permitted, although there are some
exceptions. State aid can be provided as:
 regional aid
 horizontal aid
 sectoral aid
 de minimis aid (cannot exceed EUR 200,000.00 over any three ﬁscal years to any company irrespectively of size and location).
Poland offers a number of different incentives available for entrepreneurs. Most of them are considered as public aid and therefore they are limited by Polish and EU rules.
In Poland an entrepreneur can receive among others the following support:
 investment grants
 employment grants
 CIT/PIT tax exemption in Special Economic Zones
 real estate tax exemption
 tax incentives and grants for R&D activity
 training grants
 environmental grants
 preferential loans for speciﬁc type of activities
It is possible to combine various forms of public aid, however, its total amount cannot exceed its
admissible amount set separately for each category of state aid.
While considering conducting business activity in Poland, an entrepreneur would need to cope
with the rules regarding regional aid, which is aimed at supporting initial investment (deﬁned as
an investment relating to setting up a new enterprise, development of an existing one or a fundamental change in the product or production process of an existing enterprise).
In general, this type of aid is contingent upon the investment maintenance and job retention
for a minimum of 5 years (in case of Small, Medium Entrepreneurs (SME) – 3 years).
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Admissible intensity in case of regional aid for initial investments (i.e. tax exemptions, cash grants,
etc.) is expressed as a percentage (40% in Lower Silesia region) of qualifying costs (the one which
are higher), which include:
 investment costs
 value of two-year labour costs of newly employed staff
In case of manufacturing companies, the amount of aid is usually calculated on the basis
of the investment value. The amount of aid based on labour costs should be calculated rather
in respect of BPO, ITO companies.
Investment costs include among others the following types of expenditures:
 purchase of land
 expenditures on ﬁxed assets, such as buildings, machinery, ofﬁce appliances
 expenditures related to acquisition of tangible and intangible assets
 leasing, rent of land, buildings and other constructions
 preparatory analyses, documentation, advisory services, but only in case of SMEs
In case of SME, the maximum regional aid intensity could be increased respectively: 10% for medium and 20% for small enterprises.
Maximum regional aid intensity is reduced for large investment projects (qualifying costs over EUR
50,000,000.00) and can be calculated according to the below formula:
Maximum aid amount = R × (EUR 50 M = 0.5B + 0.34C),
where:
R – the maximum aid intensity in a given region
B – the qualifying expenditure between EUR 50 M and EUR 100 M
C – the qualifying expenditure above EUR 100 M

4.2. Main public aid sources
MULTI-ANNUAL SUPPORT PROGRAMME
Multi-Annual Support Programmes are long-term schemes intended to attract important investments to the Polish economy under the decision of the Polish Council of Ministers, as a result of
negotiations with the Polish Information and Foreign Investment Agency (PAIZ). Supported projects should be implemented in one of the priority sectors, such as electronics, IT, BPO, aviation,
automotive, biotechnology and R&D.
This programme offers two types of grants (which may be combined if both criteria listed below
are fulﬁlled):
 investment grant – investment outlay must exceed EUR 40M or/and
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 employment grant – at least 250 new workplaces must be created owing to an investment.
For every newly created workplace, the support may range from EUR 2.000 to EUR 5.000 progressively, depending on the number of all created workplaces within the investment.
Creating workplaces in a region where unemployment rate within the last 6 months has been
higher than national average enables applying for a 10% higher support amount than the basic
grant. Another extra 10% is granted when employing university degree holders.
For investments in Common Service Centres as well as IT and R&D sectors the grant will amount
to EUR 5.000 for every newly created workplace for university degree holders.
Every individual Multi-Annual Support Program, which is granted in excess of EUR 100.000, will be
notiﬁed to the European Commission. The notiﬁcation process may take up about 4-6 months.

EUROPEAN UNION STRUCTURAL FUNDS
From 2007 to 2013 Poland will gain EU Structural Funds support amounting to EUR 67.3 bn. This
sum will be increased owing to necessary domestic contribution of the Polish government. Financial support will be provided within the framework of Operational Programmes. The three most
important Operational Programmes are: Infrastructure and Environment, Innovative Economy and
Human Capital. Furthermore, each region has its own speciﬁc Regional Operational Programme.
Financial support will be provided not only as investment grants (accumulating to admissible limits of regional aid), but also as other types of aid:
 R&D activity grants
 environmental grants
 training grants
The support is granted in the form of reimbursement of incurred costs, which means that the
investor must have its own ﬁnancing source (possibly in the form of loan).
In case of investment grants, it needs to be stressed that support will only go to innovative investments
generating new technologies, logistic solutions, products, services, projects committed to the increase
of productivity and export or implementing a substantial logistic modiﬁcation in the company.

REAL ESTATE TAX EXEMPTION
This incentive is provided by local government authorities. It depends on the resolution of the
commune/city council, where investment is located. Duration of real estate tax exemption usually
depends on the total value of investment and/or the number of newly created workplaces.

EMPLOYMENT AID (A TYPE OF HORIZONTAL AID)
Labour market instruments are provided by the District Employment Ofﬁce and the National
Fund for Rehabilitation of the Disabled. They offer public aid for an entrepreneur for the creation
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of workplaces, recruitment of underprivileged or disabled people or to cover the additional costs
of employing disabled people. It is crucial the employees have an unemployed and/or disabled
status. The newly created jobs must be maintained for at least 3 years (in case of SMEs – 2 years).
They may not result from initial investment.
The above might include:
 reimbursement of workplace equipment prepared for an unemployed person referred
to a company by District Employment Ofﬁce in the amount not exceeding 500%
of average remuneration.
 reimbursement of social security insurance premiums of an unemployed person on oneoff basis in the amount not exceeding 300% of a minimal remuneration.
 partial reimbursement of an underprivileged person employment costs in the amount
not exceeding unemployment beneﬁt while employed for so-called intervention jobs.
 reimbursement of workplace adaptation for the needs of a disabled person in the
amount not exceeding 2000% of an average remuneration.
 reimbursement of workplace equipment prepared for a disabled person registered in
District Labour Ofﬁce in the amount not exceeding 1500% of an average remuneration.
 monthly ﬁnancial support to the salary of a disabled person depending on the level of
the employee’s disability and the number of employees in the company.
 reimbursement of employment cost of a person that helps a disabled person at work.

4.3. Special Economic Zones
Special Economic Zone (SEZ) is a specially earmarked area with certain local infrastructure support
in which business activity can be conducted on a preferential terms (corporate income tax exemption). The primary objective of providing public aid in SEZ is assistance in reduction of development disparities between regions in order to strengthen economic and social cohesion. In order
to operate in SEZ and beneﬁt from aforementioned exemption, the investor must obtain a special
permission for conducting business in the Zone, which is issued by SEZ authorities.
At present there are 14 SEZs in Poland. Each SEZ has its own subzones located in different places, often even in different regions. The area of particular SEZ varies from 122ha to 1.423ha, but total area of
all SEZs cannot exceed 12.000ha. In case an entrepreneur is interested in investing in speciﬁc location
that is currently outside a SEZ, it is possible (under some conditions) to include the location in a SEZ.
Granted CIT exemption can be utilized by the investor by the end of given SEZ existence (mostly
till May 2017), but it cannot exceed admissible intensity of regional aid. CIT exemption is provided
only for proﬁts earned from activities conducted in SEZ.
In the SEZ permission the investor must provide investment outlay, intended level of employment,
date of commencing business activity and deadlines for fulﬁlling all obligations mentioned in the
permit, which is usually valid by the end of a given SEZ existence.
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Other conditions for conducting business activity in SEZ are as follows:
 investment expenditures should amount to at least EUR 100.000
 entrepreneur’s own share should be of at least 25%
 investment must be maintained for at least 5 years from the investment completion date
 newly created workplaces must be maintained for at least 5 years from the employment
date
It takes about 3 months to fulﬁl all the requirements needed to obtain the SEZ permit and to start
business activity entitled to CIT exemption. SEZ management collects annual fee for administrating the SEZ.

5.

INVESTMENT PROCESS

5.1. Starting the investment process
LOCATION ANALYSIS
The choice of location affects about 80% of the investment and follow-up costs (development
costs, transport costs, wages, taxes, energy, etc.). The ﬁrst choice between Greenﬁeld and Brownﬁeld deﬁnes the basic scope of possibilities to choose between location advantages.
Another important point is the possibility to achieve investment grants through tax exemptions in
Special Economic Zones (see chapter 5). Below there is a short extract about main location factors
which must be considered during the investment process:
 Greenﬁeld vs. Brownﬁeld
 Investment in Special Economic Zone
 Distance, quality and time of logistics to the main customers
 Labour costs, availability and quality of desired blue-collar and white-collar workers
 Infrastructure and development costs (all media, roads, access, extension possibilities)
 Availability of required suppliers of components
 Appropriate contacts to local authorities

ARCHITECTURE PLANNING
If the SOP or other deadlines for an investment have been set-up for a very near date the planning
of buildings and other utilities must be prepared in advance. If the location disposes of an ofﬁcial

zoning map an architect is able to start the planning or remodelling without any delay. If there is
no zoning map the investor must apply for building and construction conditions, which deﬁne the basic scope of the allowed buildings. If the investment excesses a certain volume or uses
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technologies which have an impact on the environment additionally an E.I.A. (Environmental
Impact Assessment) has to be prepared. The following time line can be assumed:
 choosing an architect or Project Management Ofﬁce (should be English-speaking)
 > ca. 2-4 weeks
 if no zoning map – application for building and construction conditions
 > ca. 2 months


parallelly the architect can prepare the project for a building permit

 > ca. 2–3 months
 if required, an E.I.A. must be prepared for a building permit. The architect must base his
constructional solutions on the recommendations from the E.I.A.
 > ca. 2 months
For the phase of architectural planning a period of minimum 3–6 months must be taken into
consideration before well-prepared documentation is sent to the architecture ofﬁce to apply
for a building permit (more information in chapter 5.2). Many companies often underestimate
the volume of ofﬁcial documents and procedures which must be prepared in order to start their
operations in Poland. When choosing an architect it is recommended to sign a contract with
a company which is experienced in industrial planning if the project is a factory. In the second
step the references should be veriﬁed and the company should guarantee a Project Manager who
speaks English.

5.2. Tender for a construction company
The choice of a construction company is one of the major decisions for the investment budget.
The quality of an organized tender will determine the quality and the price of a selected offer.
 An architect must prepare a detailed implementation plan (not only for the purpose
of a building permit)
 The scope of construction or remodelling works must be prepared (in an internal workshop) precisely following the technical solutions and contracts which will deﬁne the size
of the investment
 On the basis of the architectural scope an RFI (Request for Information) should be send
to some experienced or recommended construction companies.
 A programme of technical requirements with a direct RFQ (Request for Quotation)
should be prepared with the help of an architect or an external company and send
to potential bidders together with the implementation plan. The program of technical
requirements should contain the following information:
o project guidelines (description of the object, standards, documentation, SOP and delivery)
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o design guidelines
o description of all construction guidelines
o mechanical solutions
o electrical standards
o special systems
o external works guidelines
 The contract should be ﬁnalized by a lawyer specialising in real estate and investment
projects to secure the rights of the investor.
To sign a contract quickly with a construction company is very easy. Spending more money
for the preparation will deﬁnitely save a lot of money during construction works. Depending
on the size of the project easily 20%–30% can be wasted if the investor fails to deﬁne the scope
of the project precisely or to organize a professional tender.

BUILDING PERMIT FOR CONSTRUCTION OR RE-DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
After collecting the title to use the property or the property itself it is possible to start the investment process.

ZONING PLANS
Construction of a building is possible when the real estate has the appropriate zoning plan regulated by the Act from 27th March, 2003 on Zoning Planning. The local authority (municipality)
is responsible for drawing up a local development plan of the land. As a consequence of the zoning plan the purpose of the land use is changed from agricultural to industrial, or other.
The zoning plan deﬁnes all conditions regarding prospective land use and the scope of business
that may be conducted on the land. The scope is wide and allows the owner to use the property
for a variety of business activities.
Local authorities are empowered to create zoning plans with respect to municipality development.
The municipality creates the zoning plan in accordance with voivodship and country zoning plans.
Zoning plans may be changed by the municipality either in accordance with the owner’s application
or when the area is modiﬁed by the government. The latter situation is rather exceptional and takes
place when the modiﬁcations are related to public interest (building roads, railways, etc.).
Every Special Economic Zone has a valid and binding zoning plan and the investment process may
start after purchasing the land.

CONDITIONS FOR AREA DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION
However a great majority of the Polish territory has no zoning plans. This situation necessitates
applying to municipality for the so-called Conditions for Area Development and Construction
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(CADC). CADC is required for any investment process and land development – new investment as
the re-development of brown ﬁeld. Owner must apply for CADC to the local authority, however,
the Ministry of Agriculture may also be involved, which may extend the process leading to obtaining the decision.
An application for CADC should conﬁrm speciﬁed conditions e.g. that at least one adjacent plot
is developed for a similar aim, has access to public road and the infrastructure is adequate for
planned investment. Obtaining the CADC decision may take up to 6 months, depending especially on whether and how the application presents expected inﬂuence of the investment on the
local community.

ENVIRONMENTAL DECISION
On obtaining the zoning plan or CADC it is possible to start architectural and design work.
During this stage the investor is obliged to sign the pre-agreements for connecting the utilities
(gas, water, energy, etc.) with proper suppliers. Furthermore, connection to the public road must
be agreed with the ofﬁce managing the roads.
After completing the initial layout and technical description, investor may apply for investmentrelated environmental decision. The scope of environmental decision is connected with the type
of production or range of business activity.
During re-development process investor shall recognize previous technology and administrative
decisions via due diligence. Usually re-development requires new administrative decisions, including the environmental decision.
Environmental decision process may be completed after application and answer from local government that the decision is not requested for such type of production or activity. Cases when it is
necessary to obtain the environmental decision are speciﬁed in Act from 27th April, 2001 of Environmental Law.
The environmental decision (or local authority’s opinion that the decision is not required)
is an indispensable element of investment process, as it is the ﬁrst condition to obtain the
building permit. If the environmental decision is required, than the investor must prepare
the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). The EIA is an evaluation of what impact on the
environment the production and technology will presumably have, in accordance with the
best knowledge.
According to the Environmental Law the procedure for obtaining Integrated Pollution Prevention
and Control (IPPC) is one of the most complicated environmental permit procedures as production and technology have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on environment. IPPC is issued by the highest
government authorities of Voivodship. The Environmental Law describes the types of production
that have a negative inﬂuence and require governmental control from a higher level.
Proceeding regarding the environmental decision may take up to 3 months, including time for
preparing the EIA. The bulk of the investment process is realized after completing the EIA.
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5.3. Building permission
Once the investor has all the above permission, agreements and opinions and when the architectural or re-development project is ﬁnished, the ﬁnal application for building permit may be put
forward to the local authorities.
The building and construction process is regulated by the Act of 7th July, 1994 of Construction
Law (CL). During construction process the following people are involved: the investor, the supervisor, the designer (architect), the construction site manager.
The building permit describes the obligations of all the participants. It is valid only for two years
from its date of issue. Once the construction is started the investor may not suspend the works
for longer than three years.
The re-development process does not require building permit (formal application is sufﬁcient) for
types of works that do not involve heavy machinery or altering the structure of the building, e.g.
painting, changing windows, gates, etc. (the scope is speciﬁed by CL). This procedure helps save
time but construction works cannot exceed the scope speciﬁed in the formal application.
Construction Law describes all necessary documentation, applications, permissions and agreements which must be attached to the application for building permit.
The investor may start the construction works on taking two steps. In the ﬁrst step he obtains
“validation stamp” in “starostwo” after 14 days of issuing the permit, which conﬁrms its validity
(provided no application claim to the property is submitted). In the second step the investor notiﬁes the building supervision ofﬁce and submits the proper application. Construction work may
start within 7 days starting from the date of submitting the proper application.

5.4. Usage and operation permission
The Start of Production (SOP) is an important milestone for every investment. The construction
process is divided into several phases in accordance with the SOP time schedule. During the industrialization phase the investor should make preparations for obtaining the usage permission.
An important fact to bear in mind is that equipment imported from Korea must be certiﬁed
with a CE mark. The investor must obtain proper certiﬁcation before shipping the equipment,
otherwise it may be held up at EU customs and turned back to Korea custom at the company’s
expense. The certiﬁcation is required to conﬁrm that the equipment was produced with using
best knowledge and is safe for workers.
Factory facilities need approval by the following units: ﬁre, employment and sanitary ofﬁce. Prior
to the SOP the investor must notify the mentioned ofﬁces that the construction and industrialization works are completed and the equipment obtained positive test results.
After the application each ofﬁce may audit the factory independently. If no audit takes place
within 14 days, the company may start the SOP. Furthermore, the investor must measure the
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emission, check its inﬂuence on the environment and compare the results against appropriate
norms of Environmental Law. Depending on measurement results the company applies for environmental decision to start production.

6.

LABOUR LAW AND WORK FORCE

6.1. Work permits
Korean nationals who want to start business activity or take up employment in Poland must legalize their stay in Poland and obtain a work permit. The requirements related to both issues are
regulated in particular by the statute of 20th April, 2004 for the promotion of employment and
institutions on the labour market as well as Polish Law for foreigners and the agreement between
Poland and Korea connected with non-visa tourism.
The most important fact for Korean nationals is that they are not allowed to work in Poland without a work permit even for one day. Obtaining the permit is complicated and time consuming
(about two months); it may be done in two different ways depending on whether the prospective
employee prefers to wait for residence visa in order to perform work in Korea or come to Poland
on the non-visa tourism basis.
In both cases the ﬁrst step is obtaining a promise of work permit from appropriate authority Governor’s Ofﬁce by the company which intends to employ a Korean person. The promise is given basing
on graduation, employment and criminal record certiﬁcates, documentation to be completed by the
company and also an opinion from Polish Employment Ofﬁce about the unemployment in Poland
with regard to the particular job. The Employment Ofﬁce investigates if there are Polish employees
available with the qualiﬁcations for this kind of work. Having analyzed all completed documents the
appropriate Governor’s Ofﬁce prepares the promise for the Polish company. This document is sent
to the future employee who should go to the Polish Embassy and apply for a residence visa in order
to take up work. When the application has been positively examined the prospective employee may
come to Poland. The future employer then applies for the ﬁnal work permit, which allows concluding an employment agreement between the two parties.
As mentioned above, another way to receive a work permit exists. The Korean employee may
come to Poland as a non-visa tourist and apply to the appropriate Governor’s Ofﬁce for a temporary residence permit and a residence card which gives better travelling opportunities in Europe.
The applicant must provide documents that conﬁrm that he has medical insurance, the aim of his
stay in Poland, prospective employment in Poland and a promise of a work permit. Basing on the
decision concerning the permission for temporary residence in Poland, the Korean employee will
receive the ﬁnal work permission.
Polish law offers many simpliﬁcations. Sometimes companies intending to employ a Korean may
do so without a work permit, according to the law of 30th August, 2006 that speciﬁes the types
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of jobs for which foreigners need no work permit (Law no. 156, art. 1116). According to this
act Korean members of the management board of Polish companies may work without a work
permit and only with a residence visa in order to take up work for six months in a calendar year.
When this period has elapsed, application for a work permit must be made, however, in the case
of Korean members of a management board the procedure is simpliﬁed so that no investigation
into the job market is required.
The above is a short summary of the whole procedure. Each application is examined on a case by
case basis and the Governor’s Ofﬁce may demand further documents or explanations.

6.2. Employment agreement
Employment issues, such as industrial relations, are regulated by the Act from 26th, June 1974
of the Labour Code. The Polish law incorporates relevant rules provided by the European Community law and international organizations, e.g. the International Labour Organization.
An employment agreement must be signed in Polish. It may be concluded:
 for a probation period (max. 3 months)
 for an indeﬁnite period
 for a ﬁxed term
 for a period anticipated to complete a speciﬁc task
 to replace an employee absent from work, the employer can hire another worker under
a ﬁxed term employment contract for the period of absence.
The Labour Code stipulates the elements which should be included in an employment agreement.
These are the type and place of work performed by the employee as well as the remuneration.
Both parties are empowered to make the agreement at their own discretion but they should
observe the provisions provided by the Polish labour law which protect the rights and interests
of employees.
Employers must strictly observe the laws regulating collective redundancies and dismissals of employees. In case of unlawful or unjustiﬁed termination of an employment agreement the harmed
employee may claim for compensation or reinstatement of former conditions.
An employment agreement may be terminated in the following situations: by mutual understanding of both parties, upon termination with or without notice (the latter is possible in cases
regulated by the Labour Code) or upon expiration of the agreed period of time (if the agreement
was concluded for a deﬁned period of time).
Polish law provides the possibility to employ temporary workers, which can be used in case of periodical work.
In cases of company takeover, Polish law stipulates a rule that the employees are automatically
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transferred under the new employer and there is no obligation to terminate the previous employment agreement and make a new one.

6.3. Labour market and workforce
The availability of workers and low labour costs is today one of the key arguments when considering the location. Almost each location analysis poses the three basic questions:
 Is the factory located close enough to my customers and how can I organize logistics?
 What are the average wages and the unemployment level in the region?
 Does the region have enough qualiﬁed workers for my business?
The answer to question a.) is usually determined by the customer. However, in Poland there
are enormous discrepancies between the regions in respect of labour availability and cost. For
instance, the difference between average wage in Województwo Mazowieckie (a province including Warsaw) and Województwo Podkarpackie (a province by the Ukrainian border) is nearly
33%. The availability of certain groups of workers is even more differentiated and requires careful
analysis to estimate each level.

Below are average wages of all Polish provinces (Wojewodztwa):
MAZOWIECKIE

3869,21

ŚLĄSKIE

3271,60

POMORSKIE

3171,92

DOLNOŚLĄSKIE

3119,40

MAŁOPOLSKIE

2922,97

AVERAGE IN ECONOMY

2899,93

ZACHODNIOPOMORSKIE

2845,55

WIELKOPOLSKIE

2837,22

OPOLSKIE

2807,41

PODLASKIE

2746,72

ŁÓDZKIE

2728,38

LUBELSKIE

2687,14

ŚWIĘTOKRZYSKIE

2648,91

LUBUSKIE

2631,38

KUJAWSKO-POMORSKIE

2620,55

WARMIŃSKO-MAZURSKIE

2597,88

PODKARPACKIE

2525,78
1000

2000

3000

4000

Source: GUS 2007, 4. quarter
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The unemployment rate in each province (Wojewodztwo) is an indicator only of the general situation and number of jobs. If an investment project intends to create many capital and high-tech
intensive employments it does not mean that a region with the biggest unemployment will be
the best for the project. The decisions regarding location should be made very carefully and after
considering the project outline.

MAZOWIECKIE

8,5%

ŚLĄSKIE

8,2%

POMORSKIE

9,7%

DOLNOŚLĄSKIE

11,1%

MAŁOPOLSKIE

8,1%

ZACHODNIOPOMORSKIE

15,0%

WIELKOPOLSKIE

7,0%

OPOLSKIE

10,5%

PODLASKIE

10,0%

ŁÓDZKIE

10,6%

LUBELSKIE

12,2%

ŚWIĘTOKRZYSKIE

14,1%

LUBUSKIE

12,8%

KUJAWSKO-POMORSKIE

14,4%

WARMIŃSKO-MAZURSKIE

17,4%

PODKARPACKIE

13,6%
5%

10%

15%

20%

Source: Robert Wielgórski (Barry Kent)

The case of the LG investment near Wroc³aw shows clearly how rapidly the labour market may
change. The LG management calculated the wages before Poland’s entry into the EU. The average wage in 2004 was around 1.400 PLN. The accession to the EU was followed by an investment
boom which created almost 100.000 new jobs in Wroc³aw and increased the wages by 20%30%. Combined with a mass emigration to the UK and Northern Ireland the region experienced
a severe lack of workers and the labour costs grew faster than it had been expected in the plans.
Within the last four years the average wage in the production sector rose from 1.955,32 PLN
up to 3.237 PLN gross. An operator in the LG investment zone receives around 1.950 PLN gross
/ monthly. A big factory in the Village of Kobierzyce (near Wroc³aw) struggles with the problem
that there are not enough employees around the village and Wroc³aw dwellers prefer to work
in the town in the service sector rather than in a factory outside the town.
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7.

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING

7.1. General overview
The tax system in Poland is based on three pillars:


the Constitution of the Republic of Poland,



internal tax regulations and



EU tax regulations regarding Art.93 of the Treaty establishing the European Community.

The Constitution of the Republic of Poland is the most important legal document in the Polish
tax system because it regulates all principles to create applicable law system in Poland, including the tax system. According to the Constitution the following subjects may be established
only by a law:
levying of:
 taxes,
 other public fees,
deﬁnition of:
 entities and subjects of taxation,
 tax rates,
 exemption, tax relief and remission in taxes.

The Constitution includes a rule that its regulations should be applied directly unless its other
regulation says something else. It means that tax regulations should always be interpreted pursuant to the Constitution. In the case of a tax law regulation inconsistent with a regulation in the
Constitution, the Constitution should be applied.
The Polish tax system consists of tax titles and the Tax Ordinance Act.
Generally tax titles are divided into direct and indirect. Direct tax titles are related to possessions
like income, real estate property, inheritance. Indirect tax titles are related to other subjects, such
as goods and services (VAT, excise tax).
The Tax Ordinance Act speciﬁes basic rights and obligations of taxpayers, tax authorities and
procedures.
Since the 1st May 2004, i.e. since Poland joined the European Community, the Polish legislator
was obligated to harmonize the internal Polish tax system with EU regulations. The alterations
concerned mostly VAT and excise tax. From this date on an implementation failure or inconsistency with the EU legislator’s intention in the range mentioned above is always interpreted to
a taxpayer’s advantage.
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7.2. Company taxation
INCOME TAX
Taxation with an income tax is governed by the Corporate Income Tax Act, hereinafter referred
to as “CIT”, and the Personal Income Tax Act, hereinafter referred to as “PIT”. A regulation type
to be used in a particular case depends on the legal form of a company. Depending on it the
income of a company or a shareholder is taxed, i.e. CIT for a limited and joint-stock company, PIT
for limited or registered partnership.
Taxation subject (CIT or PIT)
 a legal person,
 an organizational entity without corporate personality,
 a tax capital group,
 a partner in a limited or registered partnership,
 a company without corporate personality that has its place of residence or board of directors in another country, if according to the law of that country it is treated as a legal
person and its all income is taxed in that country regardless of the country of origin.
Taxpayers that have their place of residence or board of directors in Poland (residents) are liable
to tax obligation for total proﬁts regardless of the country of their generating. Taxpayers that do
not have their place of residence or board of directors in Poland (non-residents) are liable to tax
obligation only for proﬁts generated in Poland.
Subject of taxation: proﬁt regardless of income source type it was received from.
Proﬁt is a surplus between revenues and tax-deductible costs, received in a ﬁscal year. If the
amount of tax-deductible costs exceeds the amount of income, the difference is a loss. If a taxpayer incurs a loss, he can reduce his proﬁt over next 5 years by the amount of this loss, but
a reduction cannot be higher than 50% of one-year loss.
Warning: the Polish legislator excludes some incomes and costs from taxation subject, therefore
they cannot be taken into consideration when calculating proﬁt.
In the case of share in company proﬁt (dividends) and non-resident incomes due to so-called
license dues (i.e. loan interests) the taxation subject is the income.
Tax rates
Basic rates of income tax are:
 19% on company income and share in company’s proﬁts (CIT), i.e. withholding tax, and
some business activities of individuals (PIT),
 progressive scale: 19%, 30%, 40% on business activity income of individuals (PIT),
 20% on non-residents’ income because of license fees and selected services, i.e. management, advising, market research (CIT / PIT).
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But both acts (CIT and PIT) allow a number of exemptions or lower tax rates on income/ proﬁt
generated by non-residents in Poland. Therefore a non-resident’s place of residence and regulations of double tax treaties, which apply in Poland, should be taken into consideration to settle
the ﬁnal tax rate.
A taxpayer of CIT is obliged to pay tax advance within 20 days following the next month in which
the CIT obligation occurred or, in the case of „small” taxpayers, within 20 days following the quarter in which the CIT obligation arose. Additionally, a taxpayer has an obligation to submit an annual tax declaration within 3 months following the year in which CIT obligation occurred.

VALUE ADDED TAX
The Value Added Tax Act uses the following terms:
 output tax, i.e. resulting from a sale, which a salesman is obliged to show in an invoice
and pay to a bank account of the Tax Ofﬁce,
 input tax, i.e. a tax that a buyer of goods or services has to pay to a salesman, but has
a possibility to receive back from the Tax Ofﬁce.
Entities subject to taxation
 a legal person,
 an organizational entity without corporate personality,
 individuals
- when they conduct an independent business activity.
Subjects of taxation
 paid goods delivery and paid service provision in Poland,
 export of goods,
 import of goods,
 intra-community goods acquisition with remuneration in Poland,
 intra-community goods delivery.
Tax rates
The basic tax rate is 22%. But in some cases the following preferential (reduced) tax rates are
applicable:
 3% and 7% for some goods and services speciﬁed in the Act,
 0% for export of goods, intra-community delivery of goods and international transport,
 exemption from VAT for some used goods and ﬁnancial services.
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Obligations
The VAT payer has an obligation to submit a monthly tax declaration within 25 days following the
next month in which the VAT obligation arose or, in case of „small” taxpayers, within 25 days following the quarter in which the VAT obligation arose. In VAT declaration the taxpayer must show
a difference between payable tax resulting from sale, and charged tax resulting from acquisition.
In case of a surplus of tax payable the taxpayer is obliged to pay this surplus to a bank account
of a tax ofﬁce within a time limit set for tax declarations. In case of a surplus of tax charged
the taxpayer may apply for VAT return into his bank account or assign it to the next settlement
period.
In case of goods import the VAT showed in a custom declaration should be paid within 10 days
from the date of custom clearance. There are some possibilities to save the VAT obligation in case
of importing equipment or factory facilities from Korea.
VAT return from the Tax Ofﬁce
VAT may be recovered by two methods:
 indirect,
 direct.
The indirect recovery of input tax is the most common method for companies that have monthly
sales and expenses on a constant level. The tax payer may recover the input tax via deduction
from output tax.
The direct tax recovery means the refund of VAT by money transfer from the Tax Ofﬁce in the
amount of VAT paid during a purchase. This method is common for the start-up phase, such as industrialization or purchasing of assets, when input VAT is accumulated. VAT is generally returned
within 180 days under the condition that the Tax Ofﬁce does not suspend this period because of
an audit in the tax payer’s company. The refund period may be reduced to 60 days if the company accumulates the output VAT at the reduced rates, including zero rate, or when the VAT is
due to purchase of ﬁxed assets. The VAT Act also provides 25-day period for refund, but under
certain conditions in respect to tax payer’s activity and application for refund. All the deadlines
mentioned may be easily extended by the Tax Ofﬁce during a tax audit.

7.3. Board of Directors (BOD) taxation
There is no difference in the labour and payroll regulations between the Polish worker and the
Korean worker. The same obligations and rights apply, such as holidays, overtime, remuneration,
security and health regulations and sick leave.
The rights and obligations of a board member are always appointed by the shareholders of a company. If a board member receives a remuneration from a Polish company, according to PIT and
a double-tax treaty between Poland and Korea his remuneration is taxed in Poland with 20% tax
rate. The tax amount should be paid by the company.
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One should be kept in mind that board members of Polish companies are not subject to the social and health insurance. Therefore they do not pay these contributions and, consequently, e.g.
a Korean board member cannot beneﬁt from the free Polish - National Health Service or classify
the term as a member of the board as a period required for retirement pension.
Therefore it is recommended to conclude an additional agreement between a board member and
a Polish company for paying the above contributions. It may be:
 an employment contract with the lowest remuneration rate required by the legislator
(in 2008: 1126,00 PLN gross, total cost for an employer is 1335,56 PLN). That would be
a basis for paying social and health insurance contributions.
The most suitable form of employment for members of a management board is a resolution
appointing members of the management board. As a result of the appointment the services
rendered by a board of directors are not governed by the Labour Code (therefore overtime, sick
leave and holidays do not apply).

7.4. Civil law transactions tax – special taxation rates
In respect to a business activity the following transactions (among other) are subject to civil law tax:
 loans granted by a shareholder – 0,5% tax rate,
 a contribution to a new company and capital increase –0,5% tax rate,
 donation – 2% tax rate,
 sale of a property – 2% tax rate,
 sale of some ﬁnancial rights, including shares – 1% tax rate.
Tax on civil law transactions should be paid within 14 days from the date of a transaction.

CUSTOM AND EXCISE TAX
Custom Tax
Since 1st May 2004 Polish territory has become a part of the Customs Union. It caused signiﬁcant changes in custom clearance in import and export goods to and from Poland. Any
existing custom barriers between Poland and the EU disappeared. Goods transfer between
the EU member states is realized by intra-community acquisition and supplies, both for goods
and services. Additionally on 1st January 2008 Poland fulﬁlled the conditions and joined the
Schengen Zone, that means no more border check points between Poland and the EU neighbouring countries.
The transfer of goods between Poland and non-EU countries is still governed by the Custom
Code and is classiﬁed as import-export. All regulations related to custom clearance, custom rates
and obligations are governed on the EU level, however the local country practice is still important
to be recognized as binding and valid, i.e. the technical and procedural aspects.
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The import of such goods as raw materials from Korea to the EU and ﬁnally to Poland creates an obligation to pay custom and VAT in the country of custom clearance or country of
destination for supply. The procedure depends on the the supplier’s obligations and delivery
procedure.
Excise tax
The Excise Tax Act regulates the production and trading of harmonised (motor fuel, heating oil
and gas, alcohol, tobacco products) and non-harmonised (other than harmonized) excise-duty
goods.
Entities subject to this taxation
 a legal person,
 an organizational entity without corporate personality,
 individuals
– when they conduct transactions taxed by excise tax.
Subjects of taxation
 production of harmonised excise-duty goods,
 moving harmonised excise-duty goods out of a tax warehouse,
 sale of harmonised excise-duty goods in Poland,
 export and import of harmonised excise-duty goods,
 intra-community acquisition of harmonised excise-duty goods,
 intra-community delivery of harmonised excise-duty goods.
Tax rates are expressed as percentage of the value of goods or on a volume basis (ﬁxed rate per
product unit).

REAL ESTATE PROPERTY TAX
Entities subject to this taxation: a legal person, an organizational entity without corporate personality and individuals that are:
 owners,
 freeholders of a property,
 holders of perpetual usufruct of a land,
 holders of a property that belongs to the Treasury or local government units.
Tax base
 area – for land and buildings,
 value – for structures.
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Tax rate for land and buildings is determined in a ﬁxed amount and for structures – as a percentage of their value. Tax rates are determined by a Commune Council and depend on the location
of real property.

STAMP DUTY
Stamp duty is charged on the state administration agencies’ activities that are speciﬁed in the
regulations, i.e.:
 registration for VAT: 170,00 PLN,
 giving a power of attorney: 17,00 PLN,
 certiﬁcate that an entity has no overdue tax liabilities: 21,00 PLN.

7.5. Accounting regulations
Polish companies are obliged to register incomes and costs in the form of bookkeeping. All economic
transactions are entered in a memorial way, which means according to the date when a transaction
took place (mostly the date of issuing an invoice) and not according to the day of payment.
Each company is obliged to create its own accountancy policy that deﬁnes principles used in its
bookkeeping. One of the most important principles that should be deﬁned by a company is a limit on the amount for ﬁxed assets. Under this limit all purchases will be registered as costs. Above
the limit all purchases will be qualiﬁed as tangible or intangible assets that will be depreciated
each month according to the proper rate for each asset.
Warning: depreciation rates speciﬁed in the Accountancy Law may differ to the rates in the Act
of Company Income Tax. This difference is one of the factors that affects the balance between
ﬁnancial result and tax basis.

7.6. Payroll rules
Payroll is regulated by the acts related to employment, such as the Labour Code and Social Security Act. The Polish Labour Code allows working 40 hours per week (8 hours per day /5 days
per week). For a full-time work contract the minimum remuneration is speciﬁed by the proper
act and for the year 2008 is established at the amount of 1 126,00 PLN gross. Each extra working hour (above the regular 40) is treated as overtime and so it is paid more (50% or 100 % of
the remuneration, calculated on an hourly base, depending on whether it is a typical working
day or night, public holidays or Sundays). The total weekly working time cannot exceed 48
hours in a calculation period. The accumulation of overtime hours in the year may not exceed
150 hours. A company should implement an applicable work schedule and regulations to present the reference period for working time calculation. The same rule applies to remuneration
calculations, especially for beneﬁts, overtime calculation and sick leave and holiday application
procedures. A company employing at least twenty people, who have no trade union, must con-
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stitute written remuneration and work regulations. Based on the reference period mentioned in
the regulations, the company may adapt the working time to factory time schedule operation
and production requirements.
The remuneration must be paid by the employer if the employee is ready to work but not able
for reasons related to the employer (stop in production). The remuneration during a stop in production is due to individual rate, if such rate can not be indentiﬁed then 60% of basic wage,
nevertheless not less than the minimum wage for full time work.
Employees are entitled to 20 working-day paid holidays per year in the ﬁrst ten years of work
and 26 working days per year in the case of longer seniority. Job seniority calculation is based
on previous employment periods including the education time under the rules deﬁned by the
Labour Code. For highly educated employees (with a university degree) the education equals
8 years of work. Secondary school graduates can add 4 years to job seniority. An employee
is entitled to a holiday after completing the ﬁrst month of work in the amount of 1/12 of the
total holiday time. The employee shall allow to the employer to use once in the year the 14
calendar days of leave.
The sick leave is paid with 80% of the remuneration. The ﬁrst 33 days of sick leave in a year are
paid by the employer, next sick leave is paid by the Social Insurance Institution (ZUS).
The employment law protects pregnant women as young adults. They may not be laid off, and
after the delivery they are entitled to the maternity leave (18 or 20 weeks) paid by the Social
Insurance Ofﬁce (ZUS). After this time a woman can return to work or take unpaid parental
leave.
The remuneration is paid monthly until the 10th of each month for the previous month. It is connected with the social insurance system. The social security contributions (15.71%), income tax
and health insurance (20.25%) are deducted from the gross salary.
The employer must also pay part of social security contributions (16.60 %)

Example:
Gross
salary
agreed in
contract

Employee
social
contribution

Employee
health care
contribution

Income Net to
Tax
be paid

Employer
Total
social security employer
contributions cost

4,000,00

548,4

310,64

318

2,822,96

664

4,664

3,000,00

411,3

232,98

216

2,139,72

498

3,498
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In accordance to the Company Social Funds Act, it is a statutory obligation of an employer hiring at least twenty workers to create a Social Fund. It is a special account to collect the employees’ money calculated as part of remuneration. Collecting money in a Social Fund is subject to
regulations that specify the future aim of spending the money (cultural or sport events, training,
loans, assisting new employees, etc). The minimum amount to be transferred to the Social Fund
is determined by the law and depends on average monthly wage in Poland as well as the number
of employees.

8.

PRESENTATION OF EDITORIAL PROFILE

8.1. JP Weber Focus and Korean References
The mission of JP Weber is to provide professional advices to foreign direct investors in Poland.
Our team, which supports international customers, speaks several languages (Korean, English,
German, French and Spanish).
In the last few years JP Weber has supported many Korean and other international companies
in their investment processes in Poland. We focused here on Greenﬁeld, Brownﬁeld and M&A
transactions. Some of our references include:
– LG Electronics
– Daewon Kang up.
– Brose Germany (JV-Partner of Daeki Korea)
– Ace Hinge Tech Co. Ltd.
– Fine Altech
– S&T Daewoo
All the references and the Presidents of the above mentioned companies can provide assurance
that JP Weber has provided the highest quality of professionalism demanded in the investment
process. Please do not hesitate to ask for our references.

8.2. JP Weber Advisory
Our Company is divided into two professional teams, which focus on selected specializations.

JP Weber Advisory is a team of experienced consultants, lawyers, tax advisors and accountants.
The members of the team offer daily professional solutions for decision makers who represent
large and mid-size international companies investing in Poland.
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JP Weber Advisory Team offers:
 Company foundation
 Legal support in Poland (Commercial Law, Real Estate Law, Transactions, etc.)
 Analyses of labour costs and availability of qualiﬁed workers
 Tax optimization of investment between Poland and Korea
 Integration of companies into Special Economic Zones
 Contacts with local authorities and public partners
 Outsourcing of book-keeping and external payroll.

Marcin Dudarski
Attorney at Law
Managing Partner
m.dudarski@jpweber.com
Tel. +48 (71) 36 99 630

8.3. JP Weber Investments

The JP Weber Investments Team focuses on investment management, developing optimal location and real estates for our clients in Poland. During the whole process the team works to provide any available public aid and ﬁnancing with the purpose of saving investment costs as well as
accelerating all procedures and permission needed to ﬁnalize a project.
JP Weber Investments Team offers:
 Location analysis and selecting optimal location for investment
 Project and virtual ofﬁces for new investors in Poland
 Information about public aid and support in application for grants
 Local Project Financing – business planning and applications to banks
 Project management of the whole investment process
 Development of optimal locations and proper plots for investments
 Redevelopment of brownﬁeld factories
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We are looking forward to meeting you in order to discuss your ﬁrst steps of investment in Poland.

Jêdrzej Piechowiak
Managing Partner
j.piechowiak@jpweber.com
Tel. +48 (71) 36 99 630

8.4. Korea Eximbank Profile
The Export-Import Bank of Korea (Korea Eximbank) is an ofﬁcial export credit agency that facilitates Korea’s economic development and international economic cooperation. Since its establishment in 1976, Korea Eximbank has actively provided ﬁnancial support for export and import
transactions, overseas investments, and the development of natural resources abroad.
Among other ﬁnancing needs, Korea Eximbank puts much focus on supporting Korean ﬁrms’
investment abroad, especially companies with global competitiveness in Korea’s key industries.
In supporting overseas investment, Korea Eximbank provides credit to Korean based companies
in their investment abroad in the form of equity participation or a long-term loan.
In order to support export and import transactions, loans are extended to Korean suppliers or foreign buyers. Korea Eximbank also provides guarantees to foreign commercial banks and importers
who want to avoid risks involved in conducting transactions with Korean banks and companies.
Over the last 30 years, Korea Eximbank’s support to the Korean economy has expanded substantially; its credit volume greatly increased more than 670 folds from US$57M to US$38,748M.
Korea Eximbank has supported Korean companies that invest in Poland and trade with Polish companies. As of September 30th 2008, its total credit volume in favor of Poland amounts to US$795M.

Byung-Chul Won
Attorney at Law (Member of New York Bar)
Poland Liaison Ofﬁcer to Korea Eximbank
bcwon@koreaexim.go.kr
Tel. +48 (22) 52 06 248
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9.

LEGAL NOTICE

This guide presents an overview of the Polish legal system and business environment. We intended it to provide a general outline of the topics mentioned above and believe that all the
information is correct on the day of writing and printing. Please bear in mind that Polish law
is changeable, especially taxation regulations once in a ﬁscal year.
We would like to emphasise ﬁrmly to the readers that the information in this guide is not professional advice and should not be treated as a substitute for legal, tax or business advice. The investor should seek professional advice before making any legal, tax or investment decision. JP Weber
will be pleased to discuss speciﬁc problems.
JP Weber Group companies, Korea Eximbank and the co-authors in person reserve that they cannot be held responsible or liable for any damages (or losses) that may arise with regard to action
taken or not taken in accordance with the information presented in this guide.

Co-authors:
Maja Lecyk, Renata Lenert-Sikora, Ewa Rodziewicz,
Arkadiusz Staśkiewicz, Piotr Szczeciñski.
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÷|ŀŇu| ŀńy Ňuŀ|u vŀņŁø Ö» Rl !m '9=/> lF P  À0 (
ją · ğ0%l ,tq=/>

>> ¶\· ĺ
¶\· ĺ
 R ah q=/> · lk  0j ¥
Û Ð` £N a Ö»h P+ ,t!m l Ö» ¸X ¦
o q=/> ¶\· ¡0%Ð ¥ûh 'nX  lk Ö»h P 9ģ Û
Vq=/> Ö»+( ¶# ¸XƵh+ ¸X+F+ ÐÑ7no q=/>

9ģ ÛV

Ö» æÒÐ lklÛ ¡0%Ð lklÛX ¸X+ JÏN ō
o 9ģl ÛVq=/> ní 4ß Ì \Ü W+ ( Ö»+£F( ·lÜ
¡0%Ð lk&  a9=/>

,Ö»

Ĕũ Ðlkh Ƶ+X Ö» 0j( O!( ê?÷(  l ¶¢U ê?øh 
P æÓ ,Ö» (&  '9=/> - p ¦=? ¸X Ƶh+
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,Ö» (& p Ðq=/> ,Ö»h+  Y ê?÷( 
l ¶¢U ê?øN ÷¥Û ^l ąÜư fø & £N ?6 7mX 
Y A? qU @ý @ ?ŏ& £N d=/>  FX ¸XU ,
Ö» X ßl ĔũÖ»h +Ī!? `£ç PX Ö» 9ģl ÛV!6 q
=/> ,Ö»h PX ßl R  ÏN ĪWZ !mX ¨h  ÞĤX
Ĕũ Ê Î³ ¹ ·h S WĤ, 7( Y ^ ąÜ# £N & 
'9=/> ,Ö» ę@lÜ Ö»@ al ĥ · lkh  ÐN ¨
ğP u=/>

¡h+ ^

Ĕũ Ö»h( ní ^l ÕY7n+( )7šFX ¥Û ^ ĔũÖ»+h
+Ī! kh /#no q=/>  ^l ÕY ư fX £9, 7m ¶\· ( ¡0
%Ð h6  7? `9=/>

Ö» 

Ö»h( ê?÷ê? (  ø R  ÏX ¨PQ ( Ĥ  j, ¶\·h 
!" ÐN (?N Ī#q=/> ¶\· ¹¶Ü ¨ ¹ Ĕĕ ¹g P ¶\·
R  ÏN W&  '9=/> äÜ ¨Ĥ¸ "¶X < R  !j, '(? P
¶\·h   10N !( pl ìæ.q=/> h+( ¸XU W+F+ Ĕũ
Ö»h +Ī! kƹ @ ? !( Sƿ, '9=/> Ƨ6 !( A8 Ĕũ Ö»
+h +Ī!( ƹ  j, j\£F Ôl 7 mW =/> lh è @ ?ŏh(
#Ì Ĥ»l a9=/> èé+ ·lk ?ą£F  @?ŏ ąN .¡& 
a6 Ë=/>

¶\· ] ¨ ¹

Ó ah P æÒÐ ( ¡0%Ð lk £, ÛVq=/> l û Ð l
k 1Ĥ lk 9ģl ƛĤ ÛV!(,h 'n +F /=/> X æÒÐ lk fh
( Ĕũ Ö»+h +Ī!( ƹl  j, æÒÐj, 7( ƹ =/> ¡ 0%Ð fh
( ÷ Ö» +Ī( öFø <FĨ ¡0%ÐjN S& RO ¶\· ] ¨ ¹¶
h ¹Ʋ& p .q=/> èé+ ¹¶h  jN ¡0%ÐjF ¹Ʋ!"o ¡0%
Ð lkl l#n ?( p =/>



¸¸SlÜ ¶ ) ( S£F¶ ¶\· ¡ !( fh( ¸Ü
N ÕY!( Yö ¿À, è=/> ¶Ü ¸¸S ¥Û ę,jh6 \ ^
¨ğ!"o q=/>
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Į> ¸ ¨^@
Į>ÿ> ç.
(F ÒĄąq *h+( ¸ ¨^@ Ĥ¸l Ţ%7? `?X ĸ( '9=
/> /§ fh( ,F¶  ?Ol ,tq=/>
•

?Í ¨^@

•

čņ= ¨^@÷Ğ}w{Ń}ń2ŀŇ ŀ{yø

•

¶Wö ¨^@

•

ĔæŢ% ¨^@ ÷a¥` ?Íh SÖal  ÀÖ ąh Ňƾ Ćĭ  ÒFN
0&  a§ø

( l $% ,t B / ƎĲ=N Ĥ¸!m '9=/>
l ¶Ë ¸ ¨^@£F ÌÔ 7n  ] ĵĶ ah P Ĥ 7m '9
=/>

 ,Ĩ» 
•

ij ¨^@

•

m% ¨^@

¦ĥ` b

ĤY¡ * R_Ĵæ

•

?O h+   '9=/>

_ 

•

¶\·_ 

•

_@ƎĲ= ] ķ $\ ¨^@

•

 ¨^@

•



•

Y $\h  f

¨^@

"ä ,? ¸ ¨^@ >  '£ÜX ,, ?O!( Ê żÔh %7
( @ý ý Ţ%&  '(  ¨^@ý Ƹ  a9=/>
h+ 0Â mç!(  0 ij÷<FĨ  ·¸ S
TU ijX ņ  Ûk ( ņ  ĤŴ ( V·  ƶkZ ìB(
pøN ?O!( ?Í ¨^@ a ÁEf -., '9=/>
¶£FX l ?O ßĔ Ĕæ Ę ĖÌ÷Ĉæ
j Ò?N ^£F q=/>
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?Í ¨^@ f 0 ijh P ÷ĸ _@ X P@ ¨^@ ¹ø Ţ%
7( ?O Ɩ
( ³%h  ļË¤F O#Ë=/÷/ù[1Hµĉ°İ
ĚŇă|2uw , '( ?Í° f Įĭ¯ø> "h( /§ b ³%£F Ë Ë=/>
•

ij ³%

•

<F m% .O Ć ĖÌ ŏ"ý

Ĥ^ fX ¨^@ý ç ij@ý 0F · Ë=/> ³N 
¶£F  ¨^@ý (F ĝsĽX ²Ľ  Î£F Ö·q=/>

ij ³%h( /§ b

³%l ÕY Ë=/>

•

ê?  ³

•

 X ÖX 0£¡ ¹ mj·h  ?

•

ÒJ £J j· STU ?

•

ê?X 

•

ĸ³ËğX +åX jW +³µ÷Ĉæh P ø

] < ¡^

 µX [

Ĉæ fX ?Í ¨^@ Ĕ ƖlX Ĉ¤
Ćĭ¯, ÊÊ Â, ư  '9=/>

f ÿĭ¯X æ

?Í¨^@ ĔƖ ÷Ę  ÒFN 0!(ø Jij 0
'(»X ¦ĥ ¸Ĕh P · &  '9=/>

f

f æ ư 

Maximum aid amount = R × (EUR 50 M = 0.5B + 0.34C), X "+

ķP

?Í Ĕ ¨^@ Ɩ

ĝ  Ę  ÒFN 0!( ÿ  ÒFA? ?

F 7( @ý

Ě  ÿ  ÒFN 0!( ? F 7( @ý

Į>Ć> Ô. ¸ ¨^@ *%
/Ė ¨^ CFL
/Ė ¨^ CFL Ĉ. ijN h Òē! ÓP ÊĩÀ, 
 ijÒē÷sx²{²Pø 4!"  ğ Ö× =/> ?O  kjX ²X
ĝsĽX ¸X j\ÀX VĪ¸QX ķ b fËoh ¢!( 0 =/>
l CFL û ,? ÒJ ¨^@ Ĥ¸q=/÷¦ĥ û ,? Î ¥û ą
Ü# f q&  '9=/ø>
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•

ij ¨^@  ij ?

l Į  ÒFN 0!Ü÷0!mø

•

m% ¨^@  ij Ĕæ ĆĘĭ ç ]a jN R !(

ijF P ÛV!( ]a j h èéX  j
Ęĭĭĭ ÒFA? )£F ?OË=/>

f

Ćĭĭĭ ÒFh+

 Ņ įÌ 1 l k ĳT¨/  ?Íh+ jN R !( fh(
Î ¨^@h ÿĭ¯N Â,!" ]&  '£ãX XjN m%!(
fh (
ÿĭ¯, ¼ Â,Ë=/>
Ě}}ń Ĝuwz{ņu Ěuń2wu|X ²X ķ Ëoh  ij( QXjN Ó <
j !Ü
Ę  ÒFA? ?O   '9=/>
¨^@l ÿĭ  ÒFN Ƹ( ¥Û çö /Ė ¨^ CFL
¨Ë=/> l ¨¿Àh( » Į°Ņ çįl æ. Ë=/>

ĵĶ d ÓOÀh

ÒĄąq ¡^@

Ćĭĭć Ė¶ Ćĭÿ Ė 0lh ( Ņć  ÒFh ð!( ÒĄąq ¡^@
 ?O 9=/> Ê CFGKöF ĵĶ @ Ĕ ľĘ¯A? ?O7šF 
 ¶ j( ¶Ë mç! ĵĶ @ ?O 0h   0³( ĉ6 X,
& p =/> ?O 1 Ö× \ )h+ Ĥ¸ ư p =/> ,ğ Ĉ.  ç
 1 Ö× Cé ]  X Ĥ^]X ģjOh S p =/> lh ¼P Ê
?Í Êj ?Í1 Ö× m '9=/> ?O ÷?Í ¨^@ Ţ%h
q·7(ø ij¨^@ JÏF ?Oư * ¦=é ¦ĥ` b JÏF ?OË=/>
•

ķ $\ ¨^@

•



•

 ¨^@

¨^@

¨^@ ÛV ³% ¨kP Ô( JÏF l#n ?šFX ijj( j] 
O÷l®¯  O W¨ ¹ø m 'no q=/>
ij ?O fh( ]ĤX ^]X ĤŴX +³µX  ] V·Ñ X!
( CFGKX À0 ^.h Ĉ ÞĬN Ô( ^] ijh !" ?O/(
Ē Ď^!mj q=/>

¶\·_ 

l ƎĲ=( ?ß¶h+ Ĥ¸!( p£FX ij, lb?( ?Í #e À
 h èé /q=/> ¶\·_  Ì ç k( ij@ý÷(ø < 
j h èé  Ë=/>
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m% ¨^@÷Ğ}w{Ń}ń2ŀŇ ŀ{y JÏø

[\#ğ ?O( ?ß[\0£æ` $@h P Ĥ¸Ë=/> l 
f ği ÓP < jN m m%!( h P ¸ ¨^@ Ĥ¸
!Ü ği m%h æ.7( Â,³% ¶q=/> ñm%l ¶# 1j
lÜ ğilno q=/> < j(  ĖÌ÷Ĉæ f Ć ĖÌø Ò? 7n
o !ÜX 0 ijh !"o !( p ¦ĕ=/>
"h( /§ b

f, ÕYË=/>

•

?ß[\0£æh+ !( 1j m% Ó Ðğ ·³h 0%U ³%>
ŚX ĳTŏ" Ęĭĭ¯N 0!? `( @ý ¨

•

m%U Oh P Ĕæŏ" ĭĭ¯N 0!? `( @ý *h+ ÿ Àh 
P 0À¨ ¶@ ¨

•

f m% Ó m%³%h !" 1  0!? `(  *h
+ ¶Ë ¨

•

ği m% ÓP 0%U Ðğ ç^³%h !" ĳTŏ" Ćĭĭĭ¯N
0!? `( żÓ *h+ ¨

•

?ßm%0£æh ¹ƲU ği m% ÓP 0%U Ðğ #·h !"
ĳTŏ" ÿĘĭĭ¯N 0!? `( żÓ *h+ ¨

•

ği ği¹ŏ À0 ũO h èé ği ŏ"h  įö 
?O

•

Ðğh+ ği N( £h ũ0!( j m%³% ¨

Į>> Yö

Ĥ¡Í>

Yö Ĥ¡Í÷ĜĵP2 ĤY¡ø ?Í CéN ƃ Yö ?Í£FX f^÷R
_ ø !h Ĥ$\  &  '9=/> ĤY¡h  ¸ ¨^N !(
ÔU ƕO( Ĥ 0À q Ó!" ?ÍÌ TJ W ƶĬh ŧl 7
Ʋ !( p =/> ĤY¡ *h+ $\!ã Ƶ+ ƛŏ śŕ  ÓP+(
ĤY¡, Ûŏ!( ĤY¡ ÔŢ,N ¦o q=/>
P h(  ÿĮ ç ĤY¡, '9=/> ¥Û ĤY¡( / ?Í
h Ňƾ Ê æY¡N ,?m '9=/> çö ĤY¡ Ɨl( ÿĆĆ Ğŀ h+ ÿĮĆ
Ğŀ A? Àl, Ü?X ¥Û ĤY¡N qú  ÿĆĭĭĭĞŀ N 0&  a9
=/> nl l ĤY¡  Y ?Íh  ijh SÕl '( f ÷//
^ Âø ĤY¡ ?Íh ÕYư  '9=/>
R_ śŕ P
ĤY¡, ņ¢!( Ì÷ç Ćĭÿć Ė Ę įA?ø \)
ijjl )Â  '?X ?Íh è ¨^@ Ţ%N 0&  a9=/> R
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_  \F?
%ư * =/>

ĤY¡ *h+

P $\h P Ħn lľh !"

ĤY¡ ÔŢ, ] #h ijj( ija¥X ĸ m%OX $\ ç#
X ÔŢ,+` STU ¥Û £0 Î  ¹h  ¨N Ĥ Po q
=/> ÔŢ, Ì ç ĤY¡ ņ¢Ì b9=/>

ĤY¡ *

Ĥ$\h S < ^ ¨ ¦ĥ` b9=/>

•

ij?

 Ĕæ a¥( Ľ ÒF l

•

0h  jjg ³¤

•

ij ũĩF¶

•

m%F¶

Ĕæ ĆĘ¯

Ĕæ Ę ĖÌ ijÒ?

Ĕæ Ę ĖÌ ]a j Ò?

ĤY¡F¶
ÔŢ,N Ħ( » -. ¥Û Ţ,^ ąÜ#üm R_
 ¦ 0$\ #Ð!( »A?( »  çįl æ. Ë=/> ĤY¡ S
0£æ( ĤY¡ SN Ó ąÌ S³N 9=/>

Ę> ij ¿À
Ę>ÿ> ij¿À #Ð
?Ëğ
? ęŕ ij ] ¹¢ ³%÷ij³%X ĨƂ³X [@X _@X hK? ¹øh P
» ľĭ¯  m=/> =éĨ-p Ń-ph  q ęŕl Ê ?h
è lĒ Ì ęŕ ,tÑh  g Ɩ q=/>
 / Ĉ. Ē
ğ ę^ø>

ĤY¡ *h ij!" _śŕ   'p

¦ĥh( ijh+ mçPo &
P 9=/>

=/÷Ĥ Ę

?ę STU .æh P ÌŚZ 

Ń- z|> =éĨ-
ĤY¡ *h ij&? "¶
ÔU mih  X

 V #Ì

³X -.F !( Ð[\j ] 0£Sj V ĕÑ
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Cé ] çÛ³÷

ƛë ( [

rX FX  FX Wğ,tÑø

-. ¶Ŵ ƱŴ(h  ĕÑ
?ßjēŚ(` ¿ SÖÒ?

Ö×
V·ç# ( < ijh  #l f vw fX  ] < #·h 
Ö× ĥ _è ¦o q=/> l çÛ Ö×l _èŪ '( ?ÍlX ,(
# ·Ö ( ¥ĀĊ Ö×h !&  '9=/> çÛÖ×)l a f ij
j(   g %N !(  ] · ^ ] !"o q=/> ij
l  % 0!Ü  h   ¸R 0%& fX Â,F
 ĳ,N ¦o q=/> /§ b #Ìl æ.U/m f  '9=/>
•

·Ö0 ( 0SÀ0÷s1ø ę÷n¡0ø
~ » Ć°Į Ô

•

çÛÖ×)l a

f   ] ·^ ]

~ » Ć çį
•

l` ó !" 0( Ţ,N Ó ·ÖN Î³&  '9=/>
~ » Ć çį

•

-.& fX Ţ,N ÓP  ĳ,N Î³Po q=/> ·Ö0( 
ĳ,h  ÐÒh 0!" ¡^·ÖN !"o q=/>
~ » Ć çį

·ÖN ÓP+( Ĕæ °Ņ çį Ìl -.!/( p Şûh ûno q=
/> ĥo ·Ö+N á Î³!" Ţ,÷j_ 0 Ę>Ć ğ ę^øN ]&
 '9=/> B À0l ũũ h+ 0 #Ð! ÓP Î³!( +
ËxlÜ ¿ÀN æĳ,!m '9=/>   l ¸ğ fh( ·#·
·Ö l '( ·ÖÀ0N ę!" Ö»!( pl ìæ.q=/> {đ ŚÖ
h+ ęm 0 ĆX ¦o !m CFGK =Ě( nN ¡0Po q=/>

Ę>Ć> #¸0 ę Ó

~

#¸0 ę ijĸ·h S ,ğ Ĉ.  =/> (Ölm 9¤ ~
¿ÀN !" ~ À0 ¸0 tģ lm ¿ ¸0@ý W&  '
9=/>
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·Ö0( 1#·ÖN Î³Po q=/÷Ţ, ]%l ¦ßø>
¸R Ö»+, ij ĉN !šFX ·¸0 ( ¥ĀĊ Ð żÓ
( ÷*¶ Ðh+ø lp WZ Î!" Î³!"o q=/>
·Ö+  żÓh 0!" ÐÑU ķ±²÷¨.+øN
Â  ·(h ÛƂ!"o q=/>

l '( À0Ü

¤.¡+` Ĥ Ĥ) CFL 0Ü ¶ À0 ŧ ¦ Î³!
" 1#Ö× YZ ~ę, ĸjh6 ÛƂPo q=/> Ĥ Ĥ) CFL
h( /§ b ¨, ÕY 7no q=/>
0·Ī+ ÷ X OÎX +X V·ç#X Ʊh  ·Īø
·Ö ,lé
¡^h S ¥Û ,lé ·Ī
Ĥ WĤPĹ
k OÎ
Yö #µ
¶¸0 ,lé

Ö»+( ijj ÐN ¨ğ! ÓP ¶\· ] ij CFGK kW R
h P Ĕũ Ćê 7no q=/>

,

·À0` ]¢!6 Ö» (!( p f đ9=/> äÜX Î³ŚÖh+
ąË ³% [£FƆ ·¸0 Ìh ¿£F ³% ¿»&  '9=
/> CFGK żÓN !Ü kW 4ģj ^.!(» 1& f C
FGK a¥h èé Ćĭ°ĭ¯( đ0 ³!6 Ë=/>

Ţ, ( çÛ Ţ, ¿À
¶\·lÜ  0%Ð ĺ  ¹h ij ¿ÀN ç#&  '9=/>

%?Í?¡Ö×

   Ćĭĭ Ė  į Ćć j %?Í?¡Ö×h S R h P P
¶\·h  ¿ %?Í?¡Ö×l · 78 fh ,tq=/> ?ß
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÷?ßjēŚ(ø ê?h  ?ÍçÛÖ×  ÐÑ& Ĺ[ ?m '9=
/> %?Í?¡Ö×  ê?0% ƕl ?h+ · ( < %?Í£
F ì=/>
%?Í?¡Ö× ĥ ¥Û ê?0%  ê? *h+  ư 0
Ɩ ?q=/> 0 Ɩ ŽżÓ!ãX æÒjF !"@ / 0$\h ê?
N 0%&  'Ʋ Ţ%q=/>
?ß  ?ßjēŚ( Ûkh Ân %?Í?¡Ö× # & Ð
¶" m '9=/> ?ßjēŚ((  ] , #Ö×h ¶q!6 %?Í?¡
Ö× ?q=/>
%?Í?¡Ö× ê?æÒj ]h !Ü ¶h P ?ÍÞ l
' f ?j(h P Þ ư  '9=/> ¹j f, ¨/ ĸlãX ?Í
Þ l ¸ĭ STU f÷FÜ ô · ¹øh ÛVq=/>
¥Û
ĤY¡h( %?Í?¡Ö×l 9ģ Û!m '£ãX ij ¿À(
ê?  ¹ #Ð&  '9=/>

?ÍçÛ ] · ^

äÜ  ê ¶Ë %?Í?¡Ö×l 7n '? `9=/> l
^ Q£F P æÓ ?ÍçÛ ] · ^÷ĚxĚø ]!"o q=/> ?Íç
Û ] · ^ ¥Û ij¿À ( ê?çÛ÷=éĨ-F çÛ!( f ]
aijø Ó!" .¡7m '9=/> ê?æÒj( ?ß¶h ?ÍçÛ ] ·
^ ] !"o q=/> "h( ¶, ST7 !ãX  f 
ÓP -. ¿À, ąğ7 q=/>
?ÍçÛ ] · ^ ] X ĸ  ê? Ĉ !Ü ll l Ò0
ƕ£F çÛ 78/ÜX ¸¸Fh  ĕÑ m '£ã Ö×U ijh 
q CéN Â( p b X ^ ąÜ#Ʒo q=/> ?ÍçÛ ] · ^
  Ħn*( »(X çÛF P ?Í0Àh  ē(,X m nl 
 ē(,h èéX ×6( Ņ çįA? æ.Ë=/>

 0

%?Í?¡Ö× ( ?ÍçÛ ] · ^  ¹h ·Ö Ð & 
'9=/> l Ìh ijj( ¿ ¸ŏj` ·³÷,µX X hK? ¹øh  ,Ö»
h +Ī&  '9=/> * ¦=é ¸¸F` Fą WĤN F S 0£æ` q
!"o q=/>
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ijj( 0 ©l¦n Ĥ ·Ī ú ¹X ij` STU  0
 ] &  '9=/>  0 Í V· ÒJ 0$\ żÓ`
ąS 7n '9=/>
çÛ  Ĉh ijj( 10 P ũkh 0%! Ĥ 
h !" 26 Ë=/> ç çÛ  0 ÕY <FĨ 
 .q=/>
Ƨ? ` fh(X  0 l ]+ Ĥ  lh  P
ÒJ V· ( $\h !"(  .!? `/( ?ß¶ ÝÞ£F ũĩ
Ë=/>  l -. 0ƿ Ćĭĭÿ Ė Į į Ćć j  Rh ÜƊ 7n '9
=/> l R
?ßjēŚ(h ¤ .& m ęm&  '9=/>
 ÷(   .!? `/( ?ß  ¤ø X Ţ,N Ħ
 Ó qđ ^lšFX ij ¿Àh 'n - .æ =/>  l -.
 fh ijj(  ĳ, Î³N !"o q=/>  ĳ,( V·lÜ
Ĥl  h nl ,  ē(?h P Ĕę ĸÅ P *( ĳ,
=/>
 R ¨ Ŷ q \Ş ß? ] Ĥ÷²ssĚøŸN ( pl  Ţ, ¿À Ĉ
,ğ éì p Ĉ !Ü =/> p V· Ĥl  h Ĉ.  ē
 mW =/> ²ssĚ ( Ó ?ß¶ h+ Ûŏq=/>  R  h ¶
  ēã Ó Îh+ ¶ ĤN ¦o !( V· ÒJh P
a!m '9=/>
?]

 ĳ,N ÕYX  0 ¿À(  çįA? æ.7mX
Ĥ( Ņ çį l æ.Ë=/>

q\Şß

Ę>> Ţ,
Ś ijj, Ó ¥Û Ţ,X \ ] ¤ Ħn*mX  ( çÛ ·
Ö, ÜX Ţ,N Ó ]+N ?ß h Ĥ &  '9=/>
 ] · ¿À( ÿĮ Ė ć į ć j Rh a 7n '9=/> ·
h( ÔX X ·ÖjX ·0X Pğæğ ¹l ę"q=/>
Ţ,( ¥Û ę"j £h P Ĥ!m '9=/> Ţ,( Ûŏ
F¶  ĖÌ Ò9!ãX ¸0, ç# U ¹ Ô( Ć Ė l ¸0N ĈŚ& 
a9=/>
Ĉğ³N 0%!Ü ( ĸ ğX Rč(` bl   ¡^Þ 
.!( f÷ żÓ( Rh Ɗø, ¦=éX çÛ ¿À( Ţ,N .!
? `9=/÷Ĕ ] ! ø> l ßR #Ì ¿»P Ô?X ¸0( ]+
h  żÓN Ƽn ƹ  a9=/>
Rh( Ţ, ] #h Ö¶Po & ¥Û +X ]+X Ţ, ] ƻ
¹h P a7n '9=/>
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ijj( û ç ŚÖN ú ¹ ¸0N #Ð&  '9=/> q ŚÖF
( Ţ,+ Ûŏ ¹ ÿĮ l ?Ü eh+ ÷] ¶\·h  ¶¤l a
fø Ò9 ğ 9=/> û Đđ ŚÖFX ijj(  )Sh ¨!m ]m
+N Ĥ q=/> ]m+N !j al ÐÑ!" Ĥ  ¹ ć  l*h ¸0N ç
#&  '9=/>

Ę>Į> 0% ] ,\ Ţ,
V·ç#( ¥Û ijh 'n Ĉ. lO, Ë=/>   V·ç#
N Ó Oh èé / ç ŚÖF Ë Ë=/> ·³·ē ŚÖh+ ijj( 0
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MAZOWIECKIE

3869,21

ŚLĄSKIE

3271,60

POMORSKIE

3171,92

DOLNOŚLĄSKIE

3119,40

MAŁOPOLSKIE

2922,97

AVERAGE IN ECONOMY

2899,93

ZACHODNIOPOMORSKIE

2845,55

WIELKOPOLSKIE

2837,22

OPOLSKIE

2807,41

PODLASKIE

2746,72

ŁÓDZKIE

2728,38

LUBELSKIE

2687,14

ŚWIĘTOKRZYSKIE

2648,91

LUBUSKIE

2631,38

KUJAWSKO-POMORSKIE

2620,55

WARMIŃSKO-MAZURSKIE

2597,88

PODKARPACKIE

2525,78
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MAZOWIECKIE

8,5%

ŚLĄSKIE

8,2%

POMORSKIE

9,7%

DOLNOŚLĄSKIE

11,1%

MAŁOPOLSKIE

8,1%

ZACHODNIOPOMORSKIE

15,0%

WIELKOPOLSKIE

7,0%

OPOLSKIE

10,5%

PODLASKIE

10,0%

ŁÓDZKIE

10,6%

LUBELSKIE

12,2%

ŚWIĘTOKRZYSKIE

14,1%

LUBUSKIE

12,8%

KUJAWSKO-POMORSKIE

14,4%

WARMIŃSKO-MAZURSKIE

17,4%

PODKARPACKIE

13,6%
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æ
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